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To 
My !reacher and li'r1e_ 
Pro~.s8or Korle7 A. Caldw.ll.~.M •• PH.D •• 
20&'8. 
I B ! R- OD U C fOR Y »0 ~ E. 
Thte tr~at18e ie Dot intended to cover the whole 
field of Rural Sociology.It deala briefly with the more 
.. 
important phases of the subJe.t.Perohanoe many important 
... problelDS have beeno_itte4 whioh the reader will. oall to 
mind.Thia will go to show that the reader is thinking a-
bout the eub3eot,and w111 be le4 to oona14er fntther the 
welfare of the rural population. 
The Soienoe o~ Rural 300iolo87 is rather new in 
oonsideratioD,but the oldest of all aciencea inpraotioe. 
The original inhabitants of thia world were ruralists, 
and neae8sarily aooial oon4.itic»a. sprang 11p with thea 
whioh needed their attention. Although it was not a com-
plex situation,yet it was the beginning of Rural Soatology. 
This disoussion does-not inolude the"exoepttons," 
either one way or the other,but it aims to considet the 
average ~ituation.and suggeat poss1ble- remedies. These 
suggestions may not meet with the approval of the reader. 
- I would be surprised if-they all did coincide with his 
views.Eaoh person has a right to his views,and I would 
not try to s~ppress his vlews,but on the other hand,it 
will be a pleasure to the author if these pagea should 
stimulate any to original oonstruotive thinking and 
endeavor along rural soaiololioa1 lines. 
Before 1aunohing upon the partially known seas of 
ruralsoaiologioal investigation,I want to give my heart ... 
feit thanks to the farmers who reape&4ed so readily,an4 
espeoially to my Professor who has shown such interest 
in thi_B discussion. 
J.W.B. 
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SOME PHASES OY THE RURAL SOOIOLOGIVAL SITUATION. 
Ollapter I. 
Introd\1.otioa. 
The field of 800iolo87 i8 not small. The tera oomea 
frolL "sooius" and "logoa"} Jleanins "oompanion" and "di8-
courev". Thus "eoei010"- me .. s " a 41aoourse on human 
relationshipe", From this definition,we see how far reach-
ing is thia neweet of the aoien08a. in formulation,but 
the oldest in praotioe.Thia 8imple definition of 800iol-
017 does not give,to aome. an edequate oon.eption of 
what sooiology really is. Various definitions haTe be •• 
. 
~. givea.Among the most worthy are:"Sooio1087 is a 80ience 
whioh deale with 800ial evila and their remediee",IISoienoe 
of social phenomena","lolelloeoY ~h. phenamena of sooiabl1-
.. 
ity","Scien •• of the order or organization of SOCiety", 
~. "The scienoe of the for~a or modes of association". The 
[ first one ie too narrow,as it deals only with abnormal 
~ 
~-~ 
~. aocietY,rather than with both normal ud abnormal eitua-I tiona.The other four are too indefinite,and can be mis-
F 
r- understood very easily.The definition given by Professor ~~: 
~. Ellwood Se8ll8 to 'be better for our studY,as it i8 more 
~: 
speoifio.It i8 that."SooiologJ is the scienoe of organ-
ization .and eYolutio. of soeiet7".attt I believe that 
Profesoor J.A.Thomaon.8 biologist,has given even a better 
definition for this soienoe.He holds that,"8ooioloS7 i8 
the soience of the origin,development,structure and funotions 
of the foms· ·of association". !his last one i8 clearer 
than most of the other •• and afford. us a good statment of 
.-
2 
the soiellO. that we are BOW to plU'sue. 
The writer reoognize$ that many students of sooiol-
ogy do not limit themselves to human assooiations,but aleo 
take animal associatioRs into account,as an aid to their 
understanding in full the human side of sociology.For our 
present study,we shall limit ourselves to the human side 
of the sociological problem,for in it there is ample rooa 
for profitable investigation. 
Soo1ology has ~een likened to the trunk of a tree, 
while the other sciences constitute" ita branohes.No doubt 
this is true,for nearly every s •• ence in the whole sphere 
of learning , has a vital oonneotion with,or is built upon 
soolology.Eoonomios. pol-i tical soience, jurisprudenoe, religion, 
ethios,history,phlloBOphY,biology,psyohology,metaphysios~ 
language,and nearly every branoh of learning oonoeivable, 
has a olose assooiation to the all-inclusive study of 
sociology.Jvst what is the relation of sociology to eaoh 
of these sciences,we shall not now oonsider,but the 
student of this new scienoe of sociology,realizes its 
importanoe in the whole field of learning and endeavor. 
Thera are two olasses of sociological investigation. 
The one deals with oity problems and achievments.The 
other with rural conditions and possibilities. Moat sooio-
logical prinoiples are common to both of these fields, 
but their application is not affeoted in the same way-
A certain prooedure in the eit,. would aocomplish mUGh, 
while the same application in the oountry would mean 
~ sure failure.As each person is different from hie fellow-r: 
~ ~ men,so is it in the field of sociology.Each gronp.tribe 
8. 
natioa and raGe of people has its peculiar $ooiology.There-
for we cannot be dogmatio on any pOint,except in so far as 
it is most truly applioable to a certain 10oa1ity. Yet the 
general soo~ologioa1 prinoip1es are applioab1e to a certain 
degree to all peoples. 
Urban sociology is a great and most interesting study., 
It takes us to the heart of our Amerioan civilization and 
• prosperity,and introduces us to the greatest oorruption. 
Many books have been. written concerning urban problems, 
with marked success for her inhabitants.The effect that 
publicity has had upon city conditions,is very great,for 
it direoted the attention and serious thougkt of mankind 
toward her varied conditions.Public opinion demanded 
reforms,and reform oame.But the city is very far from 
being perfeot.What publioity has done for the oity it 
can do -for the oountry.While urban sociology is a faeo1nat-
ing studY,we shall not here oonsider it.exoept in so far 
as it has a direct bearing upon the subject at hand. 
,Rural sociology is a l~ge subjeot.Very little has 
been written on this phase of the great subJeot of so~i­
ology.ThllS we have a field in which something might be 
said or something investigated that will throw light 
on the rural situation. It is not the idea of the writer 
to cover entirely th~ield of rural sociology.Neither 
is it hia purpose to deal very maah with the psyohological 
nature of the farmer except in so far as it aids in our 
better understanding the millions of ruralists,and their 
betterment along all lines of aotivity. Therefore,the 
4 
subjeot for this thesis will be,"SQUE PHASES OF THE RURAL 
SOCIOLOGICAL SITUATIOn".Note YOU~80me phases",of this 
great problem. The writer bas seleoted a few of the prob-
lems that 8eem to him to be the most important,and Will 
try ,in this discussion,to give a fair exposition of 
ea.oh of them. Only the great prinoiples that make for rural 
betterment will be presented. 
The rural problems have been exaggerated by some, 
and minimized by others.Plaoe an objeot very close to your 
. . 
eye and you cannot see it very distinotly.But place it at 
a proper distanoe from the eye,and look at it from the 
right angle,and you will net only be able to Bee it,but 
you will be able to tell its qualities. The farmer has 
been too close to the object of his study.He fails to 
see the many problems oonneoted with farm life,and oonse-
quesntly does not and oannot tell what should be the 
qualities of the remedies that are neoessary.Thus he 
minimizes the rural problems. Yet he i8 not asleep to 
. all her problemswhioh we shall see later in the dis-
cussion.As far as he knows how to remedy oertain thjngs he 
is awake and aative.So the m~in thing for the helper to 
dO,is, to point out the remedy to the farmer.and aasj.~t 
in its applioation.On the other hand the oity people 
are too far away from rural life to realize that they 
cannot see the object of their discussion as clearly 
as they might. Thus the oity people exaggerate the rural 
problems,and because of theirmi8oonoeptione,the suggestions 
and plans thstthey offer for the 801ution of many farm 
problems are wholly inadequate to meet the situation. 
I) 
The urban~ruralit •• that ia,one who was reared on 
the farm until about the age of eighteen or twentY,and 
who then studied agrioulture and city life,with an eye 
single to rural betterment,ia the beat person to aid the 
- ... .-
farmer in the Jn8.DY knotty problems that he muat faoe 
." '. ... 
eaoh year. In auch a peraon the farmer'will have oonfi-
denoe,and only through such9can the expert hope to attain 
a great degree of sucoeSB. 
I have not any pet theories t~at I wiah to prove. 
It is my desire to come to the "truth as near as possible, 
and then try to find some way to interest the farmer in 
those things.Everything will be said in the same spirit 
in which I hope it will be reoeived.It was my good fortune 
first to see the light of day from an old farm house o~ 
the banks of Mill Gre.k,Adams County,Illin01s .. After a :tew 
years of my roaming Over those hills in ohildish pleasure, 
my parents moved to Missouri.For many years to follow I 
experienoed the hardest of farm work. Thebit was my good 
fortune ~o have enough grit to work my way through 001-
lege,and a few;.more . yeal"'. Of post graduate study. 
Although abse~t from the farm for a few years,I have not 
lost my interest in rural development.ln fact I have a 
greater respeot for,and interest in, rural life now than 
I have ever had. Thus we shall not shun rural defects,but 
pioture them as they are and suggest possible remedies. 
. ., 
With mi~ds :tree from urban and rural prejudic.8~·we shall 
discuss this all important problem,keeping the best int· 
srests of all mankind in view • 
6 
Duria. the early part o'f 1916 I ·sent out 125 letters 
containing a qU •• tioDaire.~ent 75 of theee letters to 
farmers in as maDl oommunities, 26 to county superintend-
ents,and 26 to oounty agents for f~mers.These letters went 
out Over three states,namely. Indiana,Kentuoky ~d Missouri. 
I received inside o'f a month after I sent them,replies from 
about two thirds of _:l.tt8!'.~ Of the 75 sent to farmers, 
50 sent replies. Of the 25 to superintendents 16 gave me 
good replies.Of the-25 sent to county· agents for farmers, 
only 6 answered. This small receipt was due to the fact 
that,in many counties to which I sent them,there were 
no county agents. However ten of the letters were return-
ed and no doubt others were plaoed in the hnnas of 
men who were not offioial (Jounty agents. I have carefully 
gone over all the· replies, and ma4e several tables from the 
oontents.These tables the rea4er will find in the various 
ohapters that deal with thing. relevant to their contents. 
In eaoh table A. refers to the farmers answers, B. to 
. the superintendent.,and O. to the oounty agent". The 
nu.ber o'f replies far exoeeded the writers expectation, 
and it goes to show that the farmer and those olosely oon· 
nectad with rural life are not asleep but awake and aetiTe. 
The reports may not be 1n accord with sp •• lal oommunities 
in these three states,yet I believe that they give usa 
fair average of existing rural conditions. The opinions 
of some of the farmers may be biased in some oases,yet it 
gives us a sample o'f their wa7 of thinking. With this re-
'" vi .. of the situation,we are ready to embark in the launoh 
whichwill.oarry us into the goo~ waters of rural simplioity. 
f. 
OJaapt .. II. 
ARB RURAL OOMMUNITIES GROWING BETTER? 
.. 
aMpter II. 
Are Rural Oommunities Irowl~ Bett.~? . 
The ... est.ion S.a asked repeatecl17 tQ4ay." Is the world 
growing better or wors.?"Th. people are divided on this 
questioD.~. evolutionist must neoessarily hold that the 
world i8 growing better.as hia oaie~ prlneiple is eYOlTing 
or progr~88ing upward and not downward.Thua the evolution-
ists cannot hold that the world i8 growing Worse and be 
eonsisteat. There are others who hold that the world is 
getting worse and worse and that the world will Boen go 
to the bow-wows. The Ohristian pessimist belieT8s that 
he ean see the dow.pward GOUrse in hum~affairs,while the 
Christian .ptimist oan clearly Bee the great progress 
that the human race 1s makine.But are there any facta to 
consider in the oase? It sO,let us plaoe them upon the 
witness stand and hear the,ir test_ony con •• ming the 
progression or retrogression of mankind. One way to oon-
sider this question,is to oall to the witness stand some 
r.liable me~ who liTed from 30 to 50 y.ears aco,and B.e 
. what their test~ony is regarding the question in hand. 
Ken who ha .... been keen observers of the moral situatIon 
for all these years should b. competent men to beat.' 
testamony in this partioular case.Let us oall Chas.R. 
Hemphill,D.D •• LL.D.Pre81dent of the Presbyterian Theo-
logical Seminary of Xentuek7. to the stand and hear his 
'.. , 
opinion based UPOD SO years of oarefUl observation. As 
near as I can recall it. these were the thoughts that he 
presented to his ela8s iD Homi~t1 •• during the year 1914. 
"We bear people talk about the good old times 'IJ1I18, back tbre, 
when everybody di4 good and no one did what was wrong.fllum 
/ 
, 
eTer7body went to ohureh OD BUDdal,spoke the truth with his 
neighbor,he1ped the poor.and did only goOd.Ol for the good 
old times that our taradi-Pe.rente en~o7edl Would tbat we 
were 1iTing in that age again , how different it would be. 
Yes DIFFEREBf it would be.But different in what ways?WheB 
I wae a boy eTer70ne had wi.e oe1lars,and they were not onl1 
for show either,. ~t>, ..... :!at@1.""d ... The women 
used liquor,and it was thought not out of place to treat 
the minister with winee.- .ot1en when the ~inister would 
leaTe he would be pre.ented with a go04 flask of th6 best 
of the liquor as a, token of their eate .. &ad ad.1ratto •• ln 
thOS8 good old 4a7a,aurd8~ was not un.ommoa,thett was fre-
qnent:'and iJlllorali ty was .y'1dent but not frowned upon as 
it i8 t oda7. Man7 things were tolerated then that are out-
lawed to4q. Young men, I haTe noti.ed man)' cbaDges in, the 
last 40 or 50 years,and I oan testify that the io04 014 
timee that we hear 80 mueh aboat are only in the thouaht 
and that they neYer baA- an existenoe.People ere more faith-
ful to the Chueh a:nd Christianity toda7 than .Ter before. 
The liquor question waa hardly known then,but .OW it haa 
already seen the hand writinc OD the wal1.MUrder is 1e •• 
treqttent acoordinC to the population,and theft ia entire17 
under the ban. The aoral situation is better today then eTer 
be~ore,and eaoh 'year I noti.e detided progress.Oonsequently. 
young •• n.put little stoek in the phrase.nThe good 014 tiaes", 
for it 1's only a faney 0'1 latter daYS.~hfJ past has bee. good, 
the present is better and the tuture will be stl11 better." 
,Dr.Hemphill is a oODserTatiTe,and when .e know hi' ability, 
this statment Gomes with extremely great foree. 
10 
It is a recognized taot that the rural distriots 
are better morally than tae oiti.a. Aak any brewer where 
he sells most of his finished products,and he will tell 
you,not eourse in the- cit1".The farmers are against the 
liq_or traffio.This is eTidenced in the faet that the , 
rural cOJlmUnities generally Tot. "1';-" by a great majority. 
Oft •• the .ity i. a oouaty will go "wetn,while the rural 
vote will be decidedly for the "dry" side. This will be 
treated in full later. It is sufficient to notioe here 
that the rural distriot are in faTor of prohibition,and 
that this sentiment is.becomiag stronger in the eountrJ 
each year. 
Some of my opponents may e&7 that more murders are 
being committed today than eTer befor~.I &nswer,yes. 
but not according to the population.You may a8e saveral 
acoounts of DRlrder in the papel' each day, but t hat does 
Dot prove your pOint. Look at the newspapers of 20 
years ago.and you w1l1 aee that their pages are cbeek-
ered with eTen more murders than they are today. The 
public oonscienoe i8 seDsitiTe to the taking of life, 
and B11cb newa are frowned upon more today than 20 
years ago. The number of murders per 1000 populatio» is 
less than it was many years ago. \ 
Bo doubt there a~e more cases of thef'tbrought to 
light than in past years.This does not mean that more 
are oommitted,but I believe it means that more are brought 
to trial for t heir crimes. This indicates a higher aoral 
oonsoiousness on the part o~ our Amerioan people. In 
past years the guilty pa~ties were not brought to trial. 
but toda7 they muet answer for their actions. Jloralit;y 
· -
u 
•• • ontiBua117 ,etting hl ••• r sad higaer.Th1a iadieat •• p~o­
gression.and what 18 true o~ our oountry at large i8 al80 
true of the rural distriots. 
Are there not more witneas.a to be oalled to the stant. 
to testify regarding the moral1t7 of rural oommunit1ee? The 
next witnesses will be the farmers themsalTe •• and they ought 
to know the situation.In table I. pace 10,70U will notioe 
the results of the moral s1tuation as CiTen to U8 DY the 
f~re themselYe •• 36 of the 60 say that the moral eondition 
If their .'IUDUlit7 1s bet ... r .. 10 eay that it i8 wore.,while 
4 8ay it is the s .... Their jud~nt eOTers a period of 16 
years. Aleo,ta~t •• ~.ount7 8Up.~1.t.Ddent.t·r.pbrty.of the 
, . 
16 $nswers.10s&y better,~a ~ 8.7 fair,while,none saT wor.8. 
Of the 6 letters from the -.unty Agep~e for ~armere.5 sa7 
better,aDd only one says fair. So trom these three souroes. 
51 say better,ll say fair,lO worse.and 4 the same. Therefore 
it is an eTid.nt indioation from the .optimistio tone of 
these replies,that the moral oondition of the rural people 
is 1aproTing very .oh. nen we oonsider that tbis report 
-.omes from men who are Tery oOBaervatiTe in their at8~msnt 
of the eatimatio. of their home oODUllUllit7,we are ready to 
giYe eYen more attenti.on to thelr opinion on this subjeot. 
If the farmer says that hie' oommun1ty i8 about tlt. a_ 
morally.you ... Gount on it that St i8 better,far hie moral 
'OOD8oiouaneBs 18 ever beooain« more uute. If he saya that 
it is worse.you may oount OD that. Bllt if he Bays that he 
oan see tb.at it i8 muoh better,no dOllbt very great progress 
has beem made in that oommunity_ ~aults are not overlooked 
i~ the country as they are ia the oit7.Tn.s Moral Progression. 
i2 
, 
Alth~USb_th. taatDaOD7 o~ .oDserTatiY. repre.eDtlts. .. 
~ Ill8.D7 :rears aco and the ,on4it10:a. that ".xiated then, •• :: 
,. . -
on th& aide of the Olariati ... optimist',31et maa7 holtl that 
. . . 
/ 
110 doubt b1tt that t laoee who hold thia opinion are h._eat 
in their j1tdpet.One thine they UTe for8elfien, to eonai4er 
this f.et,that the aoral oonsGiouanee. of today 
i8 far aboYe that of aoto 50 years ago.Many things were 
the~ perfectly alright,but today they are eoDdemned anl 
ia soae oas •• outlaweel. SOJIle one -&7 say th1sis eontra4i.t. 
OrY- Yes,it is for those who holel the theory of "The gooel 
old times".The reason that people often do not s •• that the 
. 
moral OOJl8e!01leness.waalower the. than 1t i8 todq,ls.be. 
aause there hanga a .loud or mist between the past anel pres-
•• t.Thus he aees only the good of the past on this pOint, 
and the eTi1,i8 hld4en from his Tiew.Ka7 1t not be beeaus. 
the good shines the brilhter,and thus i8 aeen through the 
mists of paat year.? Once a man holds the pr1neip1e that 
"The eTil that men do liTes after them,the good is ott J 
interred with their bones".~ in the next breath .e will 
pro.lai. that the world i8 grOwing worse in order to 
. -" ~ . 
prOT. his theory,of'! !h coot olel times". From hiator7 
and the opinions of 014 men the greater amount of eTidenee 
is on the side of the Christian .ptimiet. 
FOr instance,take the liquor traftio whieb was allow-
ed to go free,so to speak,in the early hi~tory of o.r 
nat~on, butffJai-.ll ,: is:..: beginninc to be QOD-sidered an outlaw 
and a menace to mankind. The nations in Europe in conf11ot 
are beginning to banish K1ng Aloohol,and thie attitude with 
, 
the great stride. that are being made in our own land alo., 
; . 
the line. of proh1bitiOJl,iS evidenoe enough to show that ill 
this pha8e of the situation our oountry i8 gro1l'1ng better. 
Johaso. Oounty.lndianajbears witness to the taot that 
many years ago,pla.es in the small towns were operated that 
were a nuisan.e and a .haae to any 10eality.This went on 
without the protest ot the people in general.The moral 
oonsoiousness beoame more aoute,and several years alo they 
were expelled from those towns. Today it ia eyen better, 
. 
and in thiBtonnt7 eaoh year the moral tone of the oom-
mnnity.the older oitizens Bay,is getting higher and higher. 
Ia a rural oODlDlUnity in Ralls C01UJ.ty ,Miasouri. there 
, . 
was every kind of vi.e,in the latter part of the nineteent_ 
oentury_ In 16 years or a little more several plaoes of 
oorruption hEre been expelled,the community is beooming 
more respeotable,ani the sentiment i8 strongly now in favor 
, 
of thing. religious and uplifting. Look about you wherever 
you may.snd in the short spaoe of 26 years,You will see 
the sentiment rapidly ohanging on many important questions. 
Politios 18 getting oleaner because the high moral tone 
of the country 1s demanding it.And this is very notioable 
in the nral. communi tie.. From the report in !able I ~ 
the opinion of the farmers is deoidedly in faTor ot the 
oontention that the world is getting better,especially in 
the rUmi. distriots. Let these few instances SUffice, to 
show or point out the upward trend of morality in our land • 
. Let hilll who ot1.s aloud that the ~ oommunities are 
getting worse •. consider the faota in t~e case. and he no 
doubt will oome to see the truth of the statment, tha.t 
1" .. 
~ 
the trend ot ~al morali t7 i8 on the UP1f~ grade. We au. 
only judge the future by the past,and thus judging,indi-
cations point to a better and rioher future,than the past 
has beeD. 
The question ~or dis_ussion in this thesis is not 
whether the iaral distriots are better morally than the 
city- ~'yer,yone reoognizes thia taot,! belieTe. From the 
very nat\U'8 o:t the o&s., the taral 81lrroundin&'s are more 
eo~duoi~e to purity than is the oity envireDment. But the 
point ot issue with U8 in this diseussion ia,whether the 
moral oondition o~ the ~ community is better today 
than it was 15,25 -or more years ago. Prom the foregoing 
paragraphs,we haTe seen that in may caaoa,the moral tone 
is superior today,and indioations are rather for a steady 
progression in ~ oommunities. 
Altho the farmer minimizes the ~ problem.yet 
he 1s not blind to the fact that there is plenty of room 
for imp~OT~J. ... ~------ -~_ ready to help in the things 
that JiaWc for moral betterment. To the question';What do 
you suggest to make the ~al oommunities better morall1"? 
there are T8.riousrep1ies. 25 offer proll11rl .. ,o.~a'_."'h.<;.;ltt8t 
thing for the rural Gommunitiss,whi1e 44 of the 50 men 
who answered the question were in faTor of Prohibition. 
others suggested ~Ore preaohing,and liTe m1n1sters,others 
one ohuroh for eaGh rural oommunity,more Christian work, 
better schools,morals taught in sohools,and material 84-
~ Tantages of various kinds. From these answers we can see 
that the farmer is not asleep at his job,but that he is~ 
awake to his many opportunities of servioe to mankind. 
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Fair-I. , 
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• 
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• Same-4 
Worse-l0 , Fair-7. 
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Table NO.1. deals with three reports.one from the 
~armers,snother from the county superintendents,and the third 
from oounty agents for farmers. Capital 1ettere in'the first, 
column indioate from whom the letters were received. A,stands 
I • for the farmers report, B, tor the superintendents,and C, 
refers to the county agents' report • 
• 1 "' 
"Coma" in the report meane OOmDlUllity and "Iomms" 
f··\tommunities~' In this table the present i8 oompared with 
the past 15 or 25 years • Thus answers are generally 1n 
the comparative. With the auper1ntendents and oounty 
agents the answers refer to the average rural oommunity 
in their oounty. 
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The queetioJl of 8laUsemente is attraotlng the attent'loJl 
of the farmers. Many of the older people seem to think that 
the young people should act u:-tAt '~n1R8It, are now dOing,and 
they seem to forget the fact that a child is not a small 
maa.Neither is the man a grown up child. The man needs not 
so many kinds of pleasure as the child.His activity is le8s, 
and tRerefore he can not sympathize with the child in his 
desire tor oontinual amusements. But today many of the 
'parents in the rural ooarnmities,are beginning to see that 
the ahi~d must be aotive,and that proper amUsement. must 
be supplied him by hie elders,or he will seek suoh amuse-
ments :.. are not for his well-being. 
Interest oreates aoiivity,seldom the rawerse. Aotivity 
without interest is sloTenly done and very little i8 aocomp-
lished. The farmer is becoming awake to his opportunities, 
and is beooming interested in his farm life. Not only is he 
taking ,a deep interest in the physioal side of the farm life, 
but 1. alert to its mental,moral and religious aspects. 
The farmer is getting interested in the moral welfare of 
his oommunity,and aotivity always follows sinaere interest. 
861r+ •• tisfaotion means degradation and retrogression 
and ultimate failure and despair.SUoh is not the oase with 
, 
the Tenerable old farmer who follows the plow all day,and 
enjoys the sleep of the just at night.He is thinkin, about 
the higher things of life,he ia be.omming interested i~ 
them,and the reeu}t of that interest in better things will 
mean a purer atmosphere for the kRral oommunities. 
Supplement. 
Pro~or Wright.in his "Praotical Sooiology" gives 
several table. and statisti •• ooneerning orime today and 
many years "ago. These tables will be found in ohapter XXI. 
Part VII. under the nbjeot of"Cr1m1nology'! As f$r as 
they go they ar$ alright,but I t'hink that they do not 
bear the message that their first reading seems to indi-
oate. These tables are taken from penitent~1es and jails 
and do not represent the entire situation. In some oases 
they may be too few in others too large. As far as the 
arrests and oonviotioas are concerned. the oonolusions are 
co~re.t.But this i8 not all. As I stated in the first part 
of thi~ Qha.pter, the moral oonscaio.-.'8\.'4f(ilIU('.tnUlt~i.8 
a great deal higher now than it was many years ago.In 
faot it i8 going higher evary y8~. As the standard i8 
raised,more people are bro~ before courts ,and more 
ara oonvioted oonsequently. In times past many things 
were paBsed by wmoticecl, where now they ar~ contrary to 
the law and the offender 18 arrested and convicted. Thus 
beeause there ar. more laws to violat'., the number naturall1 
goe8 higher. ,It we consider the inoreaa8 of la •• to be 
violated,I think that we wil~ 8ee that the per centag. 
ts not aa high as it was several years a,o. At one time 
suoh things were done,and they .. re considered alright. 
But now theofi'elJdtU:" i. brought to anewer tor his aotion. 
Therefore the number of sentenoes 40e8 not neoessari11 
mean that more orimes are being committed today per 
1000 populatloa than formerly.but I believe that it 
means that the moral OOD8oiouanea. of our people i. 
i8 becoming 80 hlah,that eTery year new crimeS,are 
being added to the list,whioh are ~ot in reality new or 
more orimea,but simpl, a reQognition of oonditions 
that are not now up to the high standard that haa be.n 
reoently taken. 
I think that if the.e oonsid~rations are notioed 
in the reports of penal institutions,we will aee that 
the moral oonsoiousness of our country men is going 
higher,and also,that from the yery fact of more oonviotions 
on record per one thousnad populatio., that the people 
are demanding a better mo .. l condition. This must neoeasar~ 
i17 be follo •• ' by a lessening of crime in actuality 
and thus we oan oonolude that the moral oondition of 
. 
our COUl'ltry is better today than it was many years ago. 
This conolusion oarries with it the atatment that 
the rural distriots are advanoing morally. In a report 
ot one of the departments at Washington,I read reoently 
that there was more insanity and orime in cities than 
in rural dist~iots.lf this be sO,as it no doubt is,the 
oonclusion that .e have reached oarries even greater 
foroe,for in past years there were more people living 
1n mral distriots than today. Therefore I think that 
we have substantiated the statment that the rural 
districts are growing better morally. 
Ohapter III. 
RURALITY AND THE LIQUOR QUESTION. 
Ohapter III. 
Rarallt7 8D4 th. Liquor Qaest1on. 
~ liquor , ••• tion 1s a knotty probl~What would 
suit ODe plaee or oommunity.would not be feasible in anoth-
er.But one thiD« we are sure ot,and OJl that basis .e be,in. 
and that ia,that l~q.or i8 not for the well-being of maD • 
. 
We are Rot oonoerned so muoh in this ohapter with the h~-
fulness of narcotics,or the ways of dealing with the prob-
le~. To discua. this would mean many chapters.In this dia-
Gussion it is our desire to see if the rural eommunitie. 
haTe made any p~ogress in the last few yeare,and to get 
their attitude upon this que.tion.ot,oQP •• ·tlle'lllat""d 
knowledge that .e have upon"the opinions of rur$l inhabi-
.. 
tante,will neoeseit.te our e.4ttiar &n7 dogmatic statments. 
Prom the eTidence that .e do haTe,I believe that we can 
i l 
,et a glimpse of the trend of public opinion as it etists 
ia the oountr7.and from these intimations,so to apeak,we 
will probably be able to draw some plausible oonolusions. 
It is our idea to seek out the truth of the raral situation 
- in regard to the liquor question. Therefore we shall lay 
aside any pet theories ooncerning this ,and pursue a oourse 
of reasoning that will bring about conclusions whioh will 
be for the betterment of the rural population. 
As we have before atated, the eTidence that we have 
in the many tables in this thesis,comea.fram represent~ 
tiye ,progressive,and pro8perous farmers of as many dif-
ferent communities,from three states of the middle-west, 
namely' Indiana , Kentucky and Missouri. In general these 
farmers are influential men in their respective commun-
" 
II. 
ities.and their answers may therefore be 80nsidered repre-
sentative. Inasmuoh as theee men are prosperous and pro-
, ,-
gressive,their opinions possess added value.If a prosper-
ous farmer holds that a certain thing is detrimental to 
his well bein« or advanoment,no doubt it is.lor if that 
.ertain thing would aid hi. in hi. prosperity,then would, 
he not be in favor of it? Therefore,if these prosperous 
farmers are Qpp08ed to the liquor traffio.it will be 
beoause the li-quor traffie is detrimental to their pros-
perity,and to the well-being of their fellowmea.From the 
very ~aot that a great majority of these communities 
are already "dry",we Gan legitimately .onolude that the 
opinion of these representative farmers,is in general 
the sentiment of their communities. 
In lable lp~.6 w.;i.e'8i2~'" 3 out of the 50 letters 
reoeived are in faTor of the liquor traffio and the open 
saloo •• '15 speoifioally state,and no doubt most of the 
other 47 are of the same opinion. that they are most em-
phatically in faTor of national prohibition. 32 of the 
50 Gommunities are already "dry" ,and from this we see 
that 15 more are in faTor of abolishing th.s traffie. 
Therefore only three out of fifty are for the open saloon. 
What does thi8 indioate to the fair thinking person? 
In the faoe of BUoh faets,there is but one conolusion, 
aDd that is that theae rural oommunitle8 are heartily in 
favor ot banishing the liquor traffio. O1\"ourse there may 
be some ignorant rural communities that have not yet learn. 
ed the evil effects of narcotics. but these are the except-
. ions. and do not affect the general rule. 
It has been claimed by the minority in some placee 
that the majority has'not a moral right to pass suoh laws 
taus.aq:talntff tll.(,I:faMe~ibertie8. In, our Amerioan 
Government the wi 11 of the maj ori ty rules. COMCftt$J41~ 
if a community Totes "dry".it i8 the duty of the minority 
to obey the law.But what is the character of most of the 
rural population who are in faTor of the liquor business. 
On this we cannot be dogmatio,but 'I rather think,and I 
base this opinion on observation,that about half of the 
rural population who "favor liquor are severely addioted 
to its use,and the other half are friendly to ita taste 
or have special friends who are interested in its product-
ion,or distribution. Generaily the ones who oppose the 
"drys" are just the ones who should be deprived of liquor. 
In the homes that use liquor,often the greatest amount 
of t he trouble come s directly from' 1 t • Therefore -the minorit.tes 
that oppose the abolition of the liquor traffic,are lesa 
nUmerous and insignificent 1n oompar .... :lii1ah ~~I'.' iIto 
; favor a "dry" and pure rural communi ty. 
If the women were allowed to vote upon the liquor 
qJastion.what would be the result 1n the rural Gommunity? 
Very seldom do we eee a woman who deSires her sons to be-
come addietedto liquor,nor would she be pleased to h$ve 
her husband numbered among the drunkards. If WOmaD suffer-
,..cwes8 1A foree tOday. it would no dO\1bt change the 
rural sentiment in regard to liquor.Then,where now there 
is jnst a majority vote for the "drye",the number would 
be muoh greater. ThuB the attitude of the female sex 
must be oonsidered when we discuss this great problem. 
It i8 a raeognlzed faot that the oity is addieted 
more to the use of intoxioants.than is the oountry. While 
this 1s true:I do not 1... sight of the fact that there 
ia a gr.eat army of oity people who strongly oppose liquor. 
What makeS this conditon better in the country than in the 
oity? Is it b'eoause the o'ountry peopla are better? I rather 
thir~ not.There i8 a 01as8 of people who are strong for 
liquo~ who naturally migrate1to the city.In this w87 the 
eountry ~... many undesirable citizens.while the oity 
reoeives thea with their own pro4uet, of legalised ealo~ne. 
If these men would remain in the country,probably tae rural 
districts would be veryltttle ahead of the aity_ Yet be-
oause of the abaan,e o~ saloons in the oountry,a great 
temptation is taken aW&7,so.they·have few of the products 
of the saloon. The city gets it full share of suoh,and be-
eauae of these two fOFees at work,the .tty is re.ognized 
as the center or hot-bed for the liquor traffio. 
In·the state of Incliaaa,Johnaon Gounty"l.e Riyel' 
• TOWRehip.in the year 19l4.aneleotion on the liquor situ-
ation was held. The place had been "dry" for 6 years. The 
"wets" petitioned for an eleotion,and the County Court 
granted it. In this townsh1 •. there i8 a town of 3000 
, -
people,and a good outlying oountry distriot. Tae name of 
the town i8 Edinburg,a beautiful little place,situated 
in that part of Indiana whe!e the land is very valuable. 
The town has 7 ai 6 1aetoriee,whioh attraot all ola_ses 
of people. In this eleotioD let us not~e the differenoe 
in the country and oity attitudeson this question, even 
though the election wae held during a very busy season. 
I' 
. The day of (.leetioD arriTd. f_e sun came out olear 
and the day oontinued extremel~ beautlful,excapt for a few 
little shower. late in the afternoon. Both sides were ready 
tor the fight thatoomes eTer,y two years apparently. Worker. 
were at the polls for both side.,eape.ially the t1d1'1" worker •• 
Both s1des hired auto.obile. to bring the bue, farmers to 
tOWR,for it was exnotly in wheat Gutting tiae,and W8 know 
that a,farmer baa little time to wast. durine that seaeon. 
It was doubtful whioh way the vote would go.~ut both 8id •• 
• I 
were oonfi4ent. The spirit was runniBl high,yet 8eldom 
haye I seen an election that waa oonduot.d in Buch a quiet 
way and with 80 little hard feellags. Everybody waa work-
. 
ing qUietly and intenBely.!he farmers were moet1y there 
to east tbeir opinlon,eTen tho it waa.eueh a busy time of 
the year,and when the report waa given out,the ~dry." WOB 
~ allajor1t7of 44 Tote.. Although the feellre was high, 
many farmers said that it wou14 go alright anyway. while 
others oou1d not spare the time from their work. Despite 
, the faot that some "d17" Totes were not oast. the township 
went &gai.at liquor. The "wet" sldecho.e this time so 
it would be impossible for tae farm.rs to 80me to the po1la 
and yote. Throulh this Tery aotioa it 1s eTident that the., 
feared the raral Tote,knowing real well that it was "dry". 
It was claimed by the oppoa1tloa that every liquor adToaate 
in the entire townShip voted.Theretore when .e eount thoa. 
"dry "Yotes that were not cast.we can see how mush larger 
thareturns for the anti-liquor side would haTe been. In the 
campaip, the rurali8ts were denounoed as ignor8l1t of the 
situation,and therefore would yote "dry". Prom this one 
,example we see the attitude of the ruralists. 
Table No.2. 
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Table No.2. 
Table NO.2. deals with answers reoeived from the 
farmers only. in regard to the liquor traffio. "bry" 
I1eans anti-liquor.and "wet" means pro-liquor. "Chs" in 
the third oolumn 40· " is for churches. 
Neither the superintendents aor the county agents 
made any suggestions along the line of prohibition.Oonse-
queBtly in table No.2. only A. i8 aeen in the first 
small column. The question was not put~ directly to 
them.and this may count for their not making any suah 
suggestions. The thou~r trend of. their answers 'NOuld 
naturally be in line with the things that the y are 
especially interested in. The farmers a.re not at all 
baokward in their open oondemnation of the liquor traffic 
as we oan see·in this table. 
r.
'.'·· .. 
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Ano.ther fa..t we must not lO8e - sight Qf in thia EdlJl-
~ burg eampalgn,aad-that 1a that it was f~irly estimated tkat ~"" 
~_ half of the men who voted in taYortof liquor,own no property, 
and pay little or no taxes at all. Yet it was this very 
d;alia who made the oomplaint that the taxes were so hi,h 
beoause of the abse.ee of the saloon8. On the other hand 
it was proTen from the-.outy reGords that the taxes were 
then and had been lower for the" average of the 6 "dry" years 
by 5 oents,than-It was for the 6 previous rtwet" years. 
This 1e io mueh more a striJiuc fact when .e know that during 
the 6 last years a new ~igh Ichool was built in the town, 
and the .ity water worka was greatly improved. Despite these 
l.proTments,the taxes were iower. 
All of Johnson Oounty ie on the "water wagon" ,end 
the reports showed that there were hardly &n7 paupers in 
the oounty poor house,where before that time there had been 
m8J17. Often ft is said that 1I0st of the inmates d-these 
oharitable institutioa., 80me from the rural distriots.This 
has been given as an argument-for the saloon.But what is 
the trUth of this report? -!''J;he Kansas City Star,'the 
paper published for the farmer as well as the city people, 
has a report : -- '. froll one of the co.artments at Washington 
D.O. to the .ffect that. the theory that there are more in-
sane people from the country f'illUIC· insane asylums is false. 
!lilt ~i·_'" _. .onolusion on thereportB as sent to 
his Deaprtment from alloTer the Unite4 states. He says 
tha.t there are a good many more from the oities than ~>rural 
distriots.What is the oause of this? Bo doubt the liq.or 
traffi. has a great effe.t on thia report.for ~erintenA­
ents-repor~t in their asylums,lt.-or .anses 60% of thg trouble. 
• •• 
~he ltrewer-a aDd saloon keepera realise that the 
rural distri.ta are against their traffio,for they do not 
want state-wide proh1bitioa.They want "home rule"~whioh 
means that the c1ty people are afraid of the prohib1tion 
yote of the oountr,r.ln this we real1ze that there are a 
great qany oit, peOple who are asa1net 11quor,but I think 
or know that this class 18 in the minority,for if they were 
not,the traffio would sQon haTe to go. The liquor people 
haTe said,that if the state votes 8S a unit on th1s issu •• 
the "drY" sountry Tote will overbalance the ma30rity cjt7 
Tote that ie "Yet",and the whole state will !o against 
the l1quor interests. In thla they aelmowledge that the, 
know that themajor1ty of .the voters 1n the state are 
against them , yet they w111 work any scheme to have the will 
of.the major1ty in the state,wh1oh is "dr1~ defeatei. 
In th1, we have shown that rural diatr1wts,by the liquor 
interesta,are considered to be in the "~r7" eolumn. Thia 
i. a strong pOint for the)urity of rural. manhood. 
It has been arsued that the saloon in the oity does 
. not affect the rural populatton very muoh.And because of 
this the ruralists ought iteR~" have anything to say about 
the prohibition issue in the city.But is it a faot that 
the city and. Gountry come into oontact very little?lfo.it 
is not.There 18 a very 0108e eODlleotion between the city 
and the Qount17 and rightly 80 •. nat affects ,one. in a way, 
affects the other. If you oould build a large high wall 
around every oity,and keep all the corruption i. i'ea. 
then they Qould say that the country should not have any 
Toice in regard to prohibiting the liquor traffio Within 
their walla.But this. is impossible.The city depends in 
r ..... ·.··.~.· t' 
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a war upoa the rural dietr10ts about her,and necessarily 
there must be constant and vi tal connections between '.. ." 
them.It there be saloons in the eity,it means that the 
count%7 boys and men will U"'.:b~opportunity to beoome' 
driDkere,8Dd .&BY of them will. It is natural for the 
rural population to oppose that whioh oppoees their wo11-
beiag,.onsequently they despise the liquor traffi. and 
Tote prohibition. 
At Barr Oak.Aansas,a small town of about 600 people, 
the community used to' have saloons. They were bani.hed,a 
good while ago,and it is estimated that that community 
morally.finaa61ally and in every other way is better otf 
by many folds. The luger tOwn. some distan •• 't.,... iIlat 
place wanted saloo~8 even though the state was "dry". 
Why? To make the rural communities better?Ofcourso DO. 
They wanted to make money.and cared little about the w8l-
fare of the oommunity anfi the surrounding country __ The 
farmer does not look as hard at the dollar as the city 
person.ln regard to taxes the farmer would sooner pay 
a little extra rather than have the high 110ensed saloon. 
In.Kansas the rural communities are considered strongly 
in favor of prohibition,while some in the cities are for 
the liquor traffi •• 
No doubt but that you will find "boot legging" or 
"blind tlpra1f in some places in"dry" territory.Who is at 
the head of sueh?Is it the farmer? The oity i. the plaoe 
to find suoh,and inside her majestic walls the liquor gang 
generally congregates. The farmer despises such illegal 
selling and stand$ out strongly for law ,~. 
o.e thillg we must not :a.a.: s1gh~ of. and tlat is 
that the oity people have taken the initiative along prohi-
b1tioa linea. It i8 the few in the city that will come out 
boldly against the traffie.The ~ajority.yes,the great maJor. 
tty keep still and let the rest fight it out. Therefore we 
w!ll say that the oity person is the leader.But a leader 
w1thout a follower will not accomplish muoh.The rural popu-
lation are ready to follow a good leader in a good cause. 
So by this conjunct 1 on the traffic is made to tremble and 
finally fall from its high apd lofty throne that it has 
held for these many eenturies. Now it 1s falling for good. 
For a long time,the minds of the country •• 1" not,.1Jaket",o 
the evil in this traffio.but orators and temperance speak-
ers aroused the publie,and beoause of the "white ribbon 
beau" that the good and faithful women of our land wore, 
the men are today saved from the tempter as he comes in 
the form of the ,8Weetdr1nk. Whe.n onoe aroused to the 
8ituation,we Oall Gount on the American people to right 
". 
the wro~s that have ravished our beloved land. 
From this disous8ion on the 11~or traffio in the 
rural distriots,we have the following oonolusions: 'irst, 
that the country is not asleep to the great moral issues 
of the daY,espeoially the li,uor question. Second,that the 
moral oonsoiousness of the oountry HI higher t'han the oi ty. 
Third,that supposed Qulture"does not insure a oorresptnding 
elevation in morals.Fourth,that the fa.rmerJaaY be uneduoated 
from a oi ty standpoint. but that he is wise in fundamentals 
of life. Fifth,that the farmer is a progressive-conservative, 
who desires results,and who will not go forward thoughtlessly. 
18 
81xth.that beoause the liquor 1nteres~hat. the rural vote 
it is evideat' that the farmers oppose their evil trade. 
Seventh,that the .ity cannot exist in corruption without 
t~an8mittinl a portion of that to the rural distriots. Eigh~, 
that the moral consciounaaess is incre~sing in rural 
qommunities,and that they will be a great means of helping 
"llel oi ty to become purer. N~.:. that the woman have had 
no small part in the banishment of evils fl-om rural and 
oity communities. Tenth,that from the progress that we 
have noticed in the last 25 or 40 years,we may expect even 
greater things in the future. Education has acoomplished 
extremely ... 11 and with the stre88 on such, the sentiment8 
of the ones who are nOW' ohildren will mould the nat ion 
in a few years to coma. That strong pure rural blood 
that has been at a premium for these many years,will 
oontinue to hold that high standard I traat,and never 
give up till it has lifted other blood to the same level. 
Then the morality of the country will be on an equality 
with the city or rather vice veraa.and the results will 
measure to the ideal that visionaries haTe long held • 
• 
Ohapt~r IV. 
TIE CHURCH AlfD RURAL COMMUNITIES. 
/ 
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Chapter IV. 
The church and rural communities. 
When the frontiersmen hewed their way through the 
thiok forests and penetrated the forbidden lands of the 
wild savage,the church was near at hand. The rank and 
tile went for finan.ia1 reasons,whi1e the missionaries 
followed for the sake of humanity and Christ. The first 
thing for the settlers to do wa~ to build their houses, 
and then they erect~d a ohurch in cognizance of their 
faith and trust in the All Wiae Providenoe.Heroio have 
her representatives been in those early days,for the 
needs of the hour ~equired. it.The chureh has always been-
barring the middle ages-the mainstay of civilization. 
I 
And even during the middle agee the invisible ohureh 
w~ equal to the grea:t task of purifying in a way the 
stained visible church. So in these early days of our 
American history not a few men underwent muoh that 
the teachings of the Bible might be oarried to the 
. benighted red men. 
This oo~rage was manifested in the early days of 
our oountry.and is still ~oing on today in the neglected 
portions of our continent.In the western states there 
are thousands of Indians who have neTer heard the Go.pe1 
of Christ.and as many others who have little chance to 
know the whole story of redemption. In this regard what 
is the ohurch doing today? Men equal tO,those who went 
out a century ago,are giving their lives for these people. 
Doing this not for the small oompensation,but for their 
love of humanity and their devotion to the Perfect One. 
-. ! 
We hear the q'llestion asked ':.as the ohurch lost her 
power in the rural communities?" Wh, is this question 
asked,and who asks it? To answer some of these questions 
is not easy.Let us survey the conditions and see if the 
problem is as large as it is usually thought to be. In 
the early days there were few plaoes of worship,the oountry 
was thinly settled,means of travelling were very poor,and 
the people naturally looked to a higher power for help_ 
Even with this olreumstanee to lead them to serious 
thought,the people of a newly settled oountry are usuall1 
looked upon a.s being rather rough a.nd irreligious. The 
early ministry was as a class uneduoated,but in harmony 
with the surroundings. Thus they were able to lead men 
in better ways,although that better way would be very 
severely oritioised by the churoh today. This we saw in 
the chapter on ~ral morality of today and ~~th •. pa8t. 
L. 
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In these early days did the ohuroh do her duty? Judging 
from the oircumstanoes at that time it probably did. 
But I little wonder,but,what is oritioised in the churoh 
today was equally oondemned by the men of a oentury ago. 
Thus with every generation the criticism comes,that the 
o. 
church is not doing her duty_ But that duty was differ-
ent tti8Jl, CJ1ip:~4ut'¥ :t;o~. AS ciTilization becomes more 
oomplex,the duties of the church beoome more Taried 
and numerous. This is noticed espeoially in the rural 
communities,as they do not have the many opportunities 
of acoomplishing that work thro~ TarioU8 ohannels. 
What is aOQo.plished in the oountrY,the churoh must do. 
f: 
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In beginning this disoussion we muat first consider 
who it is that asks this question concerning the rural 
church. Does this criticism come from within or without 
its ranks? No doUbt the ohurch has not done her full 
duty,as that would mean perfection if she could do that. 
The members of every ohureh realize that they are not 
doing their entire duty to the oommunity.Thus if this 
criticism oame from them alone it would mean that the 
church was not self~atisfied but anxious to do more. 
i If the ohurch is anxious to do more why does she not 
accomplish more? This leads us to ask the question, 
who offers this criticism against the ohurch, namely 
that she is not dOing her duty? Without further reason-
ing about it,we realize that the bulk of this stinging 
attaok comes from those who are opposed to the churoh 
or from the downothings,or from people who want to hide 
behind this criticism and use it as an exouse from 
doing their duty toward the churoh and mankind. With 
all this has the church lost her power? No! Jever has 
she stood BO fir.mlt against the oorruption that is 
widespread in our land.and accomp1ished so much with 
the means at her disposal. She has not lost her power. 
That power is felt in every corner of our land,and 
When I asked the farmers.( " :; 'whether we could get along 
without the churoh,the answers came in strong and 
firm "NO,," and "By NO Means" ! Hardly any thought that 
they would wish to see our land devoid of this, strong 
moral force.Civilization,we saw in the beginning.rests 
on the Christian religion. Thus the church is a necessity. 
The rural church oondition is peculiar.It is 80 much 
the more be.auee very 1'ew persons realize what oonstitutes 
the church.It is not a mystioal organizatio~ and it has 
not untold weal1:;h at its command. What is the churoh? It 
is an aggregate of believers in Jesus Christ. The motive 
of their organization is to lead men to a YJlowledge 01' 
Christ. to· better··li.,iB8l:and to· a fuller realization of 
what the future means. In many rural oommunities about 
half of the members are not active in the work 01' the 
. . 
church. From whence come the bold critios? Generally from 
those wti08N doing nothing in the ehuroh or from the 
people who are outside of ~te organization. Many of 
the critios do not want to have anything to do with the 
ohurch.refuse to unite with her in doing her dutyFand 
have no idea of helping the churoh people to make the 
co~nity better. How~uch per year do the oritics 
give toward helping the churoh do her duty? In most 
cases not one dollar per year.and often not one cent. 
. Yet they are oonttnually orying"!ha ohurch is not doing 
her duty". These people should be the very last onee 
to raise their voices in condemnation of the great end 
valuable work that these religious institutions are 
doing. Therefore about one third of the community is 
doing the work that the churoh is accomplishing. while 
the rest of the community stand back with thier hands 
in their pockets doing nothing and finding fault. The 
real ohurch is doing her duty nobly. The fault is with 
those who are on the outside. They are the ones who are 
not doing their duty. This i8 where the guilt lies in 
~. 
the rural ohurch situation.From these the oritiois~ oomes 
with a feeling of malioe,while from the Christian it comes 
with an earnest desire for better work. If the people 
outside of the ohuroh were doing as much as the people 
in the churoh,there would be no rural ohuroh problem. 
But it is a problem because the great work has been 
placed upon the shoulders of one third of the community 
rather than upon the whole oommunity. 
But there is a rural ohuroh problem.In many ru r al 
oommunities where there ought to be only ohe Qh~rchthere 
are often two or more. This is a grtaTOU8 fault no 
doubt,with the rural situa~ion,but there is no use worry~ 
ing about it. It is useless to criticise and condemn 
the man of a century or more ago because of this doubling of 
tpe number of churches in one rural o ommunity. If you re-
member,this took place in the"good old time~ Then it was 
in a way alright but now it is severely condemned. The 
thing for a oommunity to do where there are two or more 
ohurches,is,to try to unite them in work if not in organ-
ization. I would advocate a union of organization where 
it is possible. But this is not possible in every case, 
as eaoh of the congregations may have conviotions on 
dootrinal points that they would not be willing to 
surrender,!beref~wB the union would be ,u1. temporary 
and the final result might be very disastrous to eaoh 
of the churohes. Thus the work of the oommunity relig-
iously would be greatly deoreased,and the objeot lost. 
Therefore great care should be taken regarding church union. 
3' 
The main differences between ~eligious denominations 
is not in doctrine, but in churoh goverIlllent. Wheneve,r a 
great o~urGh oontr.versy sprang up between two lenomi-
nations most generally it is one of means or ways of 
doing things rather than points of doctrine necessary 
for salvation. When a oommunity becomes so interested 
and worked up oYer such an affair,invariably they 1 ... 
sight of the great needs of the eommunity.and only th~ 
unimportant things are tended to as a result. Generally 
it is charaoteristic of the ' non-church members to assist 
in the Quarrel, and tln18 cause the churoh to neglect her 
duty to her looality. Afte. they have done this, then they 
oritioise the churoh and point the finger of soorn at 
an organization that is missing its oalling. When I 
speak of suoh differenoes in a single church,or between 
two ohurohes,I realize that my remarks refer to every 
rural oommuni ty knOWl'l to menkincl. Fusses and strife ... 
known to every ohurch.While it is an evidence of disoord 
_ among them,at the S8l!le time it manifests the faot that 
the people are thinking,and often'better work is acoomp-
lished when conoord reigns onoe more. The oontinual 
strife between the ohurch members and the DDD-churoh 
people oonstitute the greatest menaoe in the rural 
localities in keeping the faithful few from doing the 
great work of the ohuroh. Let the oommunity giTe the 
ohureh or~an1zation fair play.help her in the,work that 
they Bay that she ought to do, and the problem will not 
be nesrjVas great 8S it is c08sidered today. 
It is said that the rural ohurc~ problem oan be 
very easily solved on paper,but not in aotual experi-
ence.This is partially true,but not oomp1imentary to 
the rural oommunities. It oan be solved in a oommunity 
if the people want it to be Bolved. So the question is, 
to get the people into the right attitude toward all 
ohurches.More of Ohristianity and less of Ohurohan,.ty 
or lenominationality will simplify matters very much. 
Take for instanoe • oommunity where there are two ohurohes 
of different denominations. Let us oa11 them Presbyterian 
and Methodist in this first OOIDJmlllity. In' a "' -seoond 
community ue:'hwld ohuroh«!8 of the same denominations. 
In the ,first comnnmity the Presbyterians are more numer-
ous,and in the seoond community the Methodists. MY plan 
is,to have the stronger churoh take over the smaller 
body of believers.and in this way ,form one strong 
ohuroh in eaoh rural oommunitY.0:tt0urse this would not 
do very well unlees the smaller denomination was willing 
~ ~ f,or the union. Baok in the goo.d old timee the spirit 
was suoh that two ohurches were built in the same com-
- ()ibDi:!na1dt_~,' ,;. But today we are hearing much about 
the unity .of ohurohes,not. only in rural communities, 
but also in the oities. The way to aocomplish th18 
worthy objeot in rural co~ities.is.to oonvert the 
minis~ first and let him proclaim union from every 
point of vie~.BY his oontlnual~advocatlng this un1o~ 
of forces the opinion of the publio will be gradually 
changed,and the result accomplished in the near future. 
.. 
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By a union of the churoh forces in rural oommnn-
ities,money would be saved,and the people would seoure 
better service from the ministry-beoause they would be 
in a position to demand better men, Anothe.r result .would 
-follow. and that is : . ~~ the faot that the for~es 
. 
of the whole oommunitywould .be oentralized. And we 
kr:.ow the good results that have oome from oentralization 
of various things. The time of the oommunity oould be 
utilized in good work,rather than spent in useless 
strife and argument. Churoh differenoes would oease to 
be the main thought,and the similarities in their 
dootrines and ways of doing God's work would raoeive 
. 
most of the attention. 
For suoh a united ohuroh in the rural oommunity, 
I would suggest the name., "The Union Christiaa Church". 
This very name suggests ~ower and strength,and the 
n~e would not be misleading. After many years,when 
a11 the ohurohes;in our land Gould be reoonoiled in 
this way, the name "Union" proltibly oould'~'1f dropped, 
Than the ohuroh of ,God would be known as."The Christian 
Churoh". There d.'I!!e . denominatiolfst . . f known • ~O1l8 
,< have rebelled against the 
older denominations,and beoause of this attitude,they 
oannot bring about union ~'; all denominations. 
If,instead of beginning another denomination,they had 
worked quietly among'their fellow men and advooated 
the union of the ohurohes, today we might have had 
, union. Therefore all existing religiou8 bodies must work 
together from now ont.o attain the goal of ohurch union. 
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With two ohurohes in a community,the ~r1t101sm oomee 
that she i8 not doing her duty. Where there i8 only one 
ohuroh to a community we hear the same oomplaint. But 
what do the critios of the rural ohureh want her to do 
besides what she is doing? Do they want her to take the 
lead in all the progressive agrioultural,politioal,eoo-
nomical and other phases of life? To this I say very 
emphatioally.NO! It is the duty of the.huroh to lead 
men to know Jeeue Chrl:*t as their personal Savior. She 
was not intended by the. Great Founde~ to preaoh any 
other gospel,exoept the 'oepel of the Graoe of God. 
In every oommunity there are other building' fQr~t .. 
~ublio,such as the school house and the t'ownship'liigh 
.chool.In these buildings let the farmers meet for 
their work other thap the ohurah work. Let this work 
be apart from the work ot the ohuroh,but the Bame men 
who are aotive in the ohuroh may be the leaders in 
these progressive polioies along seoular matters. The 
line must be drawn sharply between spi~itual matters 
and seoular matters, it the mO'st is to be aooomplished 
in each of the fields. 
~ benevolence is worthy of our attention. The 
same principle applies '&oth '."" oi ty and oountry. If a 
person helps the poor as an individual,lAe giver reoeives 
the praise for it.If the gift is placed into the hands 
of the benevolenie oommittee of the rural ohuroh,the 
Head of the churoh even Jesue Christ will get the praise 
for the gift. I have seen this done in many oases,and I 
firmly advooate that eaoh ohuroh have a committee that 
., 
will reoeive ~he gi~13 of individuale,and give them out 
in the name of Chriet. In this way the poor will feel 
gratefUl to the cburoh and Christtrath~r than to amy 
individual. If it is the desire of any person to keep 
seoret what he is dOing in this regard,let him give 
wbat he wants to through the committeRfor oartai. persons 
and the oommitteein the name of Chr*atwi11 see that the 
proper parties reoeive the donation. This w111 systematize 
the giving in a waY,and will elevate the church and her 
work in the eyes of the· o·ommunity: If this is done muoh· 
of the criticism that is directed against the church 
will cease,flDI the pr<*l .. of the poor in the community' 
I 
will not be so great. If this is done it will be sur~ 
prising to eee how much Christian people· are doing in 
the benevolential way. 
Eaoh person has an opportunity to waite with the 
ohurch if he so desires~ If he does not unite with the 
church and help her to do he,r duty ill seeing after the 
- poor of the oommunitY,he has' no right to oritioise her 
work or lack o:t work. Even though he feels no respon-
sibility in regard to church work,neTerthe1ess it is 
his duty to help the poor of the oommunity.!he"",faetathat a 
few earnest people have banded themselves together to 
better the oonditions of a commanity,does not plaoe 
upon them the whole work of that community. They are 
held aooount~e only for their share .The rest the 
non-churoh members or people are responsible for,and 
if they neglect their duty,they have no reason to or~ticise. 
In ~able 3,page 10. you will see that to the question 
n Ie the churoh doing her duty?" the answers come,. from the 
Ooihty auperintendents."Not at all". Of the 16 letters 
received,ll say "Not at all",while 3 say "J'es" and 2 say 
t'Partl.y1t. ' ;Tp_c the question,"Oould the rural community 
get along just as well without the ohuroh"?,the answwr 
comes nearly with nnaalmity, "fill/' • Thus we see that the 
'farmers t8Ild :vi:U~eHl ar.at not satisfied with the work 
of the ohurch.probab~y because they do not fully realize 
wha.t is the duty of the church, hut tha.t they are cogni-
zant of the fact that they could not get along without 
the great moral and spirit~al influence of her presence 
4 
In this same table you will notice that of the 60 
communities heard from,lO have full time churohes,8 have 
half time,while 24 have preaohing only onoe per month,and 
8 gave no answer at all. The very faot that 8 men did 
not answer this quest.icJl, is evidenoe to show that many 
_ ruralists have not a deep interest in the affairs of the 
church,even though they may be vitally interested in the 
uplift of their community. Of the 10 full time churches. 
I learned that they were in small towns.Thus the rural 
districts do not benefit espeoially from this good part 
of the report. All the other oommunities have preaohing 
only half time or fourth time.From this we see that 
the country gets very little preaohing in oomparison 
with the oi ty people. Eaohrural oommunity can, if it will. 
afford a full time church,but this can only oome as the 
ruralists decide to do as'muoh for their religion as did 
/ 
the Hebrew people of old. This means that they are to 
give at least one tenth of the net income. This to my 
mind is the solution of the rural financial church 
problem. Then salaries equal to the expeC?tationsof the 
community concerning the minister can be paid. Instead 
of some $500. and,' $600. men. the least will be $1000. or 
even moretand the cOMmUnity will be the recipient of 
worthy service". (See !fible 3~ page IJO.for particulars). 
The country c~urch does not need much Llore along 
the line of organization.but more life and interest in 
the organizations that they already have. In many plaoes 
all the time is taken up ip the committee ..,.;t;i1tJfP, aDil 
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notlling is done to carry out their minute and all-inclus-
ive plans. I think that the rural ohuroh in general is 
oomparatively free from too muoh of organization.~his is 
a great fault of the city churoh.More life iru:what 
we have is a good principle to follow in churoh work. 
The very presence of the minister in the count~y 
_ has a wonderful influence over the lives of men about 
him. It is estimated that 95 % of the ministry come 
from rural distriots. Although the city looke upon the 
country church with contempt in many cases,yet it is 
from these rural churches that she gets her strong 
ministry.Thus the rural church work is not in Tain 
after all. We may say that it is aocomplishing even 
more along same lineo than the aristocratic city church. 
The minister through the churoh is ereating a sociability 
among his people that is of great value to the happiness 
and welfare of the young and old alike. 
The minister has often been severely criticised 
for leaving the rural church to become pastor of some 
large oity ohurch.He cannot be criticised in this at all. 
·~hat Is,the oriticism is not always just. It may be 
that he has a family to educate or other financial 
burdens that ~lst be seen after,and therefore a greater 
salary is needed. On the other hand he may be looking for 
greater opportunities for work,and be.ause of the great 
'oorruption in the oity,it affords him a better chanoe 
for strong construotive work. !ilhe farmers 108&. sight 
of the fact that most ministers have had to go to sohool 
for a long time to beoome able to preach the Gospel, 
. 
that a great expense was incurred thereby ,and because 
of their fitness for life'~ work, they should be recompensed 
accordingly. :a~J)a~.g~ aal .... a the: ~~neJno oan 
keep strong men in her pulpits. 
The rural church makes the community more prosperous 
than it would otherwise be. This is proven by the faot 
that the most prosperous lands are the ones Where Christ. 
ianity has held sway for many centuries,or is fast ~~~old of 
. 
the people. But does a prosperous rural corrmunity insure 
high morality and spirituality_-thatis,a oorresponding 
state of affairs? What does.history prove? Greeoe,Rome, 
Israel,Babylon and other nations have been the lowest 
morally when.they were the highest outwardly and finanoially. 
We cannot deny that each has a great bearing on the other, 
yet can there be a high morality without Christianity? No, 
they are united. But morality and prosperity do not go 
hand in hand,as has been illustrated from the pages of Jdstory. 
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J~y reoent inventions and improvments haTe been 
a great stimul.ai to the rural church. The automobile 
the good roa.ds~the inter-urban lines and other means 
haTe greatly inoreased and di.tIJ"ecl:~J;.'o~,'~<li'1P4~e. 
as the case may be. In one commUnity it has taken some 
people to town to churoh9while in others itTthat ie,the 
modern modes of locomotion- has caused or helped people 
to go who otherwise could not go so far to services. 
I realize that many ,say that the automobile is going to 
ruin the church beoause so many go out for pleasure rid-
ing at": that time of the J1~. But to be truthful we can 
hardly say that these impr~Tments and inventio~s ar& 
detrimental to church attendance,but I believe that they 
will be a great means for making the rural ohurch . what it 
ought to be. I prediot that in a few years,the flying 
machine will be as oommon as the automobile,and then it 
will be a pleasure on a hot summer day to fly to ohurch. 
Distance will not mean ma.b .then to man,and the added 
- pleasure that the trip brings will enoourage the rural-
ist to be in attendance at the publio worship on the 
holy day. 
The bone and sinew 01 our country to a great extent 
oomea from the farm.l do not say all,but I do think that 
a majority can claim that they first saw the light of 
lay from some obscure farm dwelling9and grew up amidst 
the smiling and fragrant foliage of rural possessions. 
At one of the great missionary conventions of the Presby-
terian churontthe gu~stion, was 8sked."How many .... ~j ... ed in 
the rural .communities"? The answer was surprisingly great1r 
,. 
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in favor of the oountry.About 90 % of 1600 delegates 
expressed themselves to the effect that they were reared 
on the farm. What was evident in this gathering,we may 
feel sure will be partially true along othel'Lline.s of 
activity. The farmer in many cases looks ignorant and 
rude, but back of Wat; !\ptJ8aial:tC&:; you ~ll find a mind 
intelligent above the bright looking face that secludes 
the stunted mind of the city people who have not taken 
the proper care of themselves. The farmer has received 
. , 
'. his training from some good old people in a country 
church where truth is emphasized 'rather than the form 
;~ " 
, or appearance of the serv~ce. These great principles 
that he learned while in the rural community,he carries 
with him to the city,and there he lends a helping hand 
to those who are trying' to 11ft the city higher morally 
and spiritually. The farmer receives some' of his best 
advice from the city people,while the city receiTes 
some of its best advice from the oountry. 
The rural.church problem is a large one,and we 
have $Bt •• g1J.Jt:;' - • to discuss the many pecu.liar 
situations. Yet this is all the space that we can give 
to it now.To every problem there is a sol~ion.ln the 
gospel that the churoh preaches most of the solutions 
lie. Therefore we do right in laying great stress upon 
the importance of the rural church problem. FrOm·these 
few statments concerning this great subjeot • I trust 
that the reader has been interested enough to take issue 
with me on same pOints ,and that, they will be the means 
of stimulating his thought along rural ohurch betterment. 
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FROY THE l!'.AlUl TO THE CITY. 
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Wll7 «10 tll. boy. sad gi1'18 leaT. tile ftln. pd ,go to 
. 
tllataities to dwG~?'.-!U. queat10. has bee. Tu10usif 
\ an8w.~ed,and maay of the re&so.s or view. prese.ted a~. 
very URBOund and erroneous. ~1. is a vital q •• at10. 1. 
tiaral 800101087. It we can find out why the young people 
are leaving the fara.we w1l1 be ill a posltioll to sale.t 
the remedy that will right matters. 
Jo doubt there is a mieoo •• aptian in the minds ofmanJ 
inre«ard to what oountry life ought to be. There" are 
some persons who wo~ld like to make the ootatry like 
the .1ty.but this .ould be iapossible we readily see~ 
It ie useless to try 'to out the pi'"l eloth over the oity 
patter.. There i8 a distinct kind of life far the city 
people,aDd another for the oountry folk. The sOQner this 
distinotion is realized by both the farmer and the oity 
people,the sooner more and better progress will be made 
in the field of rural sooiologJ. The oity cannot be aon-
sidered in this discussion,exoept in so far as it bears 
direotly upon the rural conditio... It i8 a twisted idea 
to think that the oity people have all the,oonvenienoes 
and the farmer has very few. While the avaraae farmer 
1aoks many oonvenienoes that he Gould have if he thought 
sO,yet when we look at the real oondition of affairs 
I believe that we will agree that they are about equal. 
Although we will not try to give all the good qualities 
of farm and oitY,and at tho same tiae point out the many 
defects of each,yetwa will mentio. a few of the most 
important and fundamental. 
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The convenienoesof both the oity and oountry are 
many. Th.,hudicaps are li~i8e man}" we shall "see. The 
followiD~.onstitute a partial list of the conTeniences 
of the farm: 
1. Plenty of good fresh air for all. 
e.A go04 play-ground for the sohool children. 
3.The ohild has ~ better opportunity for exercise, 
and recreation than ha •• ':hIle atty oUllflu. 
4. Leas chance for diseaae to spread in the oountry. 
beoause of the little Gontaot between the 
rural population. 
S.The rural ohild looks upon God a8 the Author of 
all thing.,sad their helper and friend. 
6. More real liberty in the country than in the city. 
7.Tae great ohanoe for the sport of hunting in the 
countrY. This i8 denied the oity people,exoept 
by the good grace of some old farmer. 
8.Ve,etabl •• CaD be raised in the oountrY,while they 
tm18t be purohased in the city.~JlCl then often they 
are wilted and of a seoond grade. 
9.There is little Doiae and bustle in the country. 
lO.The moral oonditions of the country are superior 
to the oonditions of the city. 
11.The~ant8 in the oountry bave more time to 
give persOnJLl attention to their ohildren than 
hUll the c1 ty parents. 
12.Less of temptations in the rural di~t'riot8. 
lS.The serious aide of life i8 emphasized rather 
than the friy1lou8·side. 
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The following referenoea are only a few of the oity 
advantages over the rural distriots. It is impossible to 
enumerate-a11 for either oo~try or oity.Thus we shall 
only consider a few of the moat Impo~taat. 
1.The 'aity ha~ better schools tha* the rural distriots. 
2.Th. city must buy cold storage eggs and other 
things that are not fresh. This is the best that 
they oan·do.This means espeoially the average 
\ 
of the city.popula~ion. (City disadvantage). 
,3.The street oar,automobile, "4itney" bU8,-and other 
oonveyances make the oity *ravelling very fine. 
4:. The eleotria ligl\t,the gas light. and water 
ayste. add to the oi til "'t,atatt"",ua. 
5.Good~1diBBtres&: high olasa entertainments are a 
good and great attraotion in the oity. 
6. The ohuroh servi •• in the oity is so muoh better 
than the rural chunh work apparent ly. Good 
ministers fill the pulpits.and the s8rvioes 
are very attraotive when compared with the 
rural ohurches. 
'1.ne soolal conditions of the city tend to polish 
those who desire to be polished and who have the 
sooial standi~g to begin with. From a literary 
stand-point the oi ty is far ahead. of the oountry. 
8.MankiD4 rejoioes to be in a orowd usually. The 
oity gives them this opportunity • 
. 9. The aestllErt:i.~tas'fi;e of the oi ty ~hild ... U superior 
to the unoultivated taste of the rural child. 
J 
Of Gourse in all thes8 thing8 t wa have the exceptions. 
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From the preoedlng consideration of the city and 
rural conveniences I believe that we see that both have 
theiradvantagee. But enough has not been said to show 
the relation of these convenienoes ,to the movement "from 
the ~arm to the clty". The farmer does not realize his 
good estate. In 80 many·ways his oondition 1. lata;i., 
to the eity. people., and it i8 no wonder that we hear of a 
movement known aSothe. "back to the farm movement". Many 
. aitypeople are becomming tired "of those things that 
attracted them to the citY,and they are coming back to 
their "first love"y-- the far.. 
We aoknowledge the ~Tantage8 that the city has 
over the countrY,and are proui of the faot that the 
oity people have been interested enough in the welfare 
" of mankind to make such possible. In faot they oould 
not do otherwise very well,for their own interests· 
were often the means orcauaea of their good actions. 
Some of the oity advantages cannot be given to the 
country. Also some of the rural advantages cann~t be 
bequeathed to the oity.Suoh is an impossibility beoause 
of the very nature of the Oity.and ~r·t~e .o~ry. 
For jnstance fresh air in the oountry is conduoive to 
health,while the orowded conditions of the city with 
her many large factories belohing fort,h volumes of 
smoke and gases are far from sanitary and are detri-
mental to the health of her oitizeD8. We reoognize that 
all parts of a oity are not this way.\Vhen you get far 
enough out of the oity.I mean at the edge of the city. 
where suoh is not the cas.,You are almost in the rural 
. -' 
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community ~ather than in the city. The oity boundary line 
or city limits we consider the lividing line between 
country and oi ty. -In the study of soaiology. towns of 
2500 or less are considered rural oommnnities,while places 
of more than 2500 -are termed cities. It is hardly neoessary 
to take into aooount the advantages for both city and 
country of contiguous portions. These balance one another. 
We are concerned with the real oountry and pure city. 
The rural sohool is far behind the up-to-date 
oity sahool.This is a recognized fact and need not be 
• 
considered now. ~Vhile the rural school has been poor 
} 
in .teaohers and equipment •. 1 t ,..... started into ltf. 
some of the greatest mall that the world has ever seen. 
This probably is so.not beoause of the faot that they 
began in the rural school. but they became great despite 
the fact that t hey had a poor beginning in the rural 
schobl. v1bat relation has this to the tendency of the 
farm boys to leave the farm? It means that the oountry 
boys are anxious to secure an eduoation. and t hey must 
go to the oity to seoure that. Today the township high 
sohools are replacing the.poor rural sohool houses.The 
result will be manifold. The equipment will be better, 
and the oharaoter of theteaohers very greatly improved. 
Thus about four oommunities will have a oentral meet-
ing place, and the actiTi ties will accomplish more b.e .. 
cause they are centralized. This will tend to keep 
the boy on the farm for four more years.If during these 
four years a great amount of a&riculture is taught, 
the boys will oome to realize that farming is not a 
common task,but a dignified work,-perchance a calling. 
• 
-There i8 not doubt but that the fara boys lose .. 
sigllt ot the mallY and varied advantages of the farm life 
and see only her dark ,Bide. ' Further that they do not 
behold the disadvantages at the .ity,but see mainly her 
inTiting oonditions. Looking at the oity from this angle 
the youth of the country 18 induoed to leave the farm 
and take up work in the cities of our land. 
Modes of trflve1 il1thGcity are-; superior to that 
of the country.Thie looks fine to the average oountry 
boy_ He thinks that he will be able to get a fine auto-
\ l 
mobile when he gets t'o town like the other oity people. 
Also that it will be a greet joy to him to ride in oarriages 
and street cars. Whenever he wants to he can go a long 
way for only a nickel. The oity is ahead of thecQuntry 
alon~ suoh lines of aotivity. But what have we in the 
country today? A few years ago there were no rapid means 
ot oonveyanoe.Only now and then some rioh farmer would 
get an automobile.The great majority were l.eft to wtlk 
or ride horse-back or in big wagontetc-~f they wanted to 
10 8217· piaaa. How is it DOW? Many of the farmers haTe 
fine automobiles,and as a result of th •••• the roads are 
being greatly improved every year. Inter-urban electric 
lines are beginning to become oommon in many states. 
Other means of locomotion are better than they have ever 
been.All this is fine,but the city is superior to the 
countrY,and the youths of our farms are led to the cities 
in order that they may enjoy these oonvenienoes. This 
is onmy one of the causes of the mig •• tioD to the oity_ 
Rural oonditions in this regard are beoomming better,and 
-
will be a great means of keeping the boys on the farm. 
~. ~ 
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The luxaries' of yesterday are the necessities of to-
day,it has been said. This is no doubt true.Great strides 
are being made along such lines;and each year,it seems, 
greater progress is made. T~e city conveniences,such as 
11gtlts,baths,car lines,"jitneysf: water systems,good 
telephone systems,lootors near at hand in oase of siolaness, 
and other co~veniences make the oity a very attractive 
place for the youn~ of our land. They see,I repeat,the 
bright side of the city life. But what is the oondition 
in the rural distriots? It is not as bad as is generally 
• 
supposed. In·some places the farmers are 8atting the 
electric current froJ:1 the citY,and in this way they 
. 
are as fortunate as the city people. At noblesville. Ind. 
Hamilton County, the farmers near the ai ty 'and for some 
distanoe out are reeeiTing the city current of eleot.rleity 
and are extremely proud of this ci ty oonvenience. 1:.t was in·~ 
the past a oity convenience but soon it will be oommon 
in the rural districts. Many far~ej. have placed a water 
system in their home,and you would feel as if you were 
in the city should you visit them. Along the lines of 
oonvenienoes the farmer is waking up,and a revival 
in this regard will tend to make the farm more attraotive 
and thereby hold the boy for the farm. 
The oity has many other attractions. ~s; the shOWS, 
theatres,saloons,billiard rooms or parlors,and evil plaoes 
of amusement are a great attraction to the country boys. 
The double sta.ndard of morals that is recognized in our 
land is the oause of many boys leaving the farm to go to 
the city,and there waste their vitality and money and 
brains on things that profit less than little. The rural 
distriots are not entirely void of many such things,yet 
their absence in the country i9 oo •• picnons,I am very 
happy to say. I am here speaking of the evil attraotionS 
in the city. Of those attraction~ that are elwvating and 
benefioial in the city I have nothing to say.exoept words 
of praise, The rural population are deprived of them now, 
but thro~the modern means of looomotion they are 
brou.t very near to the door of the farmer •. The boy in 
the future oan work on the farm all day,and instead of 
driving the horses to town at night to attend a show, 
he oan get into his automobile and enjoy the drive to 
the city as well as the show. To my mind this is one 
. 
of the greatest means of keeping the boyan the farm. 
The polish tSet the city life affords to all 
who sinoerely enter her wa11s is of great i.portanoe 
in leading the young to adopt the oity as a place of 
residence rather than the baokward oountry habits. 
This might not apply to some rural communities,but I think 
that it does to the average rural community. t~ere there 
is polieh in th'e oountry. I think that we will find that 
it came from the city~ The city and oountry are olosely 
united we see.and this result is a guod one,if it 
tends to make the farmer an uplifting force. rather than 
big-headed as it dO,es in so many oases. The literarj 
attainments of the oity are gradually being given to the 
rural·distriots.Thus in the distant future there will 
be not suoh a great differenoe between,oity and oountry 
people,for their interests will beoome. more an~-more 
similar. 
• 
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Table Bo.4. 
Table ahowing the aauses for leaving the farm. 
" 
as presented in the letters that the writer. >re~eiTed 
from the farmers,county '8Upe~intendent and coun~y atente~ 
~estlo.s. 
i :::J • , f I , 
.' Me. satisfied J88-30 Bo-If> Sahoo1 , 
'1. 1 ... the f8.l'll? • • , reasons-5. , 
, 
• , 
Mal'ly b078 1esT-
'2.' ing the farm?' No- 30 • Yes-14 • No answer , 
-g f , • • • Kot needed , 3. Why do boys No &nswer Better salaries) 
-4 , , leave the farA? ... 32 • -10 'Attractions • 
. 
"=!Q t i t • 4. WiTes and girls Yes-35 No-10 Toleration , t satisfied wit! , 
-5 • farm life? . , , 
• I. Can have city Yes.if mone7 50-13. 
• 
, improvements • 
-8' , , on the farm? 
i t • 
, , 
Better Schools Amusements 
• 5.' What make rur!l toads-5. -14 -15. t 
comm'better? 
r--r r 1 • i 
B! 
'1. , :Many boys lea.-
lng the farm? Bo-I0 . Yes-5. , , , 
'2. , Get rich on , , • , 
the farm? Yes",,13 No-3 
• • 
, 
Farm attract-
'3.' What make rur!l Better scho61s)ions-5 'Clean amuse! 
oomm' better? -8 ments-5. 
• 
c. i 
'I. Ought there be Yee-3 
'movement. "back' 
') ) )'to the farm? 
, 
i 
, 
, 
No-l "stay on farm" 
'-2. • 
, 2.' Farm more 
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, Better b1dg8! Better sch601sl Roads-
-3 -3 -2.. e 
, 3.' How fart:ling c, 
for llfe's work? Good-5. 
• ) 
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Ia table No.'. you w~ll notice a summa~y of the 
answers that I received from the farmers,superintendents 
, 
and county agents. Abbreviations in this table are similar 
to those 1'n former tables. An examination,-of this table 
-, 
will give us an idea of the average opinion of the ~armers 
in three of the Iliddle .West States._Of l course this opinion 
is not abs~l~tetbut it is only representative. 
The tone of table No.4 is, very optimistIc, I think. 
The farmer is not a~ dissatisfied as some people would 
try to make us believe. To the first questioa on page 57 
you see that 30 Bay that they are sat isfied wi th the farm 
life.lS 8ay that they are ~ot sati8fied,and give as a 
reason in 5 instanoes, that they want to go to the City 
because of the good sohools there. The rural sohool.s 
are getting better.and this objection to.the·rural life 
may become very small later. The second question shows 
llS that' not nearly -~fLlIl~Y 1?0YI:-.rG le4T!ng j.+~e fw. 9.S 
some think. 30 say that very 'tew are leaving the farm. 
14 say that quite a few are leaving,while 6 do not even 
answer the question. Go to the rural distriots and en-
quire whether there are enough boys remaining on the fara. 
and I think that you will in most cases receive the reply 
in the affirmative. This has be,en my observation in many 
rural communities. Of course in harvest time a·few extra 
hands are needed,but this cannot be considered in the 
question. They could not afford to be on the farm all 
the year for that little amount of work in the Jummer. 
The superintendents report in this same table under 
B-1. that not so many boys are leaving the farm. In A-3 
we see that many leave because they are not needed at hODe. 
.. 
Are the women and girls satisfied with farm life? 
36 say"y.-.lO· say 'SO:·~d 5 say they are satisfied because 
they haTe to be. That is they tolerate the farm litefbut 
long for the oity and her pleasures. I think that this 
is a good aTerage of the situ~tion among the women on 
the fara. The most of the women are satisfied with farm 
life,and they enjoy it cares and pleasures. llany are 
aot satisfied,who would not be satisfied in any .. p1ace 
you put them. They are always grOpi!lq after the un-
attatBable in life and of course never reach it. Those 
who tolerate the farm usually are making little success 
on the sOil,and would mak~ less success if they should 
go to the city. It is no doubt true that the lives of 
many farmera~ wiTes are made nearly unbearable. This is 
not because of the taot that they live in the country, 
but it is this way because of the character of their 
husbands. There are two sides we know to eTery thing. 
It the boys go to the city,you may count on the girls 
following,because the former will call the latter to 
make their homes complete. 
lest I forget this one thing,I will mention it 
now. In former years the farmer had to go to the city 
to get his mail. Naturally he could go only now and then 
so he did not get his mail very often. How different it is 
today. The rural free deliveries haTe completely changed 
this situation,and now we get our mail· at our doors or 
gates every day. The parcels post system is worki$g 
exceedingly well for the benefit of the farmer , and it is 
goIng to make him more prosperous. 
dL l,¥~~: 
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Many of the girls are leaving the farm because the 
homes in wbich they live are not homes , they are only houses. 
Where love abides you will find a home,where strife is 
wont to linger there will be little of real home life. 
Many boys leave'the farm because of the fact that the~ 
have no real home. The reader can see what '1 mean in 
this paragraph,and it will be unnecessary 
c,onsider this phase of the subject. 
further to 
1 must refer ~o a point connected to the former. 
Take a community where the average farm dwelling is 
good,but a few are poor. While a distinction may not 
be made between the young people because of this fact, 
. 
yet in reality' that girl who lives in a poor old dwelling 
bas not equal opportunities with the rest of the girls. 
This will not affect the chances of the boy doing well. 
But it does greatly affect the chances of the girl for 
securing a companion'in life.! have seen this in life 
and can bear wi tnesa to the fact that the girl who 
dwells in a poor house in the country is not popular 
with the young men and may become disheartened and choose 
a companion who is' far below her standing and character. 
Therefore it is tbe duty of every farmer to fix up his 
dwelling as maah as possible in order that his daughters 
may have a fair chance in life. Whether this is right 
on the part of the young men or not,! will not bere say. 
Wbat we are concerned with •• facts,and when we see the 
facts in this case 1 believe that every fair thinking 
man will try to make his home' in the oountry attractive. 
Then his daughter w11l have an opportunity equal with others. 
'- ~-
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It 1s the ge_eral opiaioa of many parents tha~the 
son should take up the-same kind of work that they are 
doing.This 1s a very erroneous idea in their part.T-b.o,fact that, 
a .an is a oarpenter,does not necessarily,mesa that hi. 
Bon should be a carpenter.So also with other professions. 
That a father made 'a success in a certain line of 
business.does not insure succeS8 for ~i8 son. It is in-
variably the case that where the father is very successful 
the son is likel) to rest upon his achie~nts while he 
himself will be a ,sucoessfUl failure.if I .. y so term it. 
Therefore a farmer should not be disappointed at all if 
Bome or all of his sons l~ave the farm and go into the 
professions of life. The boy may not be suited for farm 
work,and should he remain on the farm ~e might ~e a 
oomplete failure~ 
In Northern Missouri near Hannibal,there lives a 
settlement of Germans who still have preaching in Garman. 
In that community or near it there is an ,aendemy called 
- 'Van Rensselaer" which takes the student s 'through the 
twelfth grade. In this German community there were two 
boys of strong parentage and strong physjCl~es.These two 
boys deoided that business should be their life's work. 
They went to tho a.~demy,then to college,then to the 
University Of IlliDOis. Today one is drawing a large 
salary IA an insurance oompany,while the other is the 
head of the agricultural department of one of the Western 
state universities. We will agree that this was a good 
move on their part. Had they remained on th~ farm,they 
might haTe been very sucoessfnl,but in their present po-
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sition they are priTileged to exert a greater influence 
upon the well being of the people with whom they come in 
contact.tThese boys were not needed on the farm,and why 
, . 
should they have stayed there to accomplish a little in 
life when there is plenty of room at the top. 
In this community where the &cad6ny is established~ 
about 25 years ago,a young man decided to leave the farm 
and go to the city.He did not leave the farm to find a 
job that meant little work;but he went to the city to 
succeed. Whenever a boy goes to the city to have a good 
time,or to find wo:r:k that takes very lit.tle ·energy,·the 
. 
chances are that he will .ot be a sucoess. This young 
man from Rensselaer .. J(issour4, went with an idea of do ing 
right and making a,success in life. He went to work with 
, 
the Hamilton-Brown Shoe Company in st.Louis,Missouri. 
His work was the very lowest on the machines at first. 
He did that fai thfuUY and was promoted', from time to t~e, 
till his salary was beginning to give him an opportunity 
to do greater things. The opportunity oame.and he seized 
it. Other opportunities came and he was not asleep to 
the advantages that they afforded him. Success after 
suocess came his way---not by luck--but through hard 
work and clear insight and sound judgment. After a 
period of 25 years he has accumulated around a million 
dollars or more. In dollars and cents what a suocess he 
has been! On the farm it seemed.that he had no interest 
in anything of that nature-that is of farm work. Rad'he 
remained on the farm he might have been a failure. Who 
will say that it was not well for this young man to go 
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to the city and work out the destiny that, a higher power 
h~d planned for him? I hold the principle that the parent 
should advise with the Clhildren,~and t;t7 to help·th_ to 
. ~. 
choose the work that God'wants them to do. Therefore you 
see that I hold to the principle that for every man God 
has a peculiar work in life. I firmly believe that 1~ 
he honestly seeks that work God will help him find his 
calling.and he will be a success in the eyes of the 
Infinite One. Also 1 be~ieve that if a person seeks out 
his life's work without taking God into account,he may 
no~ f.ind his work. and if he ctQee '.n~ there will be a 
11klt&h06dthat he will be h failure in that work. I 
realize that many of the ,readers may not agree with me 
in these last few statments.yeteach has a right to his 
views.I only wish that the reader will conscientiously 
consider them,and try to see if they are what the.niter 
olaims them to be. 
I might give instanoe ·after instance to show ~hese 
~ principles as they have affected the lives of peop1e,but 
that is unn •• essary at this point. The principle is clear 
and reasonable I believe. I also might mention other 
country boys who have gone to the city and made a success, 
but that too is unnecessary.Lo'ok about you,and no. doubt 
but that you will point to many successful men in all 
the walks of life who once lived on the farm. When we 
see that prosperity has attended so many of the boys who 
have left the farm,we cannot help but hold the principle, 
that if the boy wants to go into business or one of the 
professions let him go and help him to reaoh Ma i~-. 
'. ' 
, ." .. 
WAil. ~ boys 1eaTe the fara to better their oon" 
ditioAa fiaanoia117,sOcial1y,edaoational17.and from t~. 
standpoint of pleasure,yet many are direct17 or indi-
reotly driven .from the far. life. This sounds unreaaOB-
able,nevortAeless I be1ieTe that loan proTe the point. 
by the experiences of young people that I have 010se17 
observed. I ~ealize that it would be better if many boys 
would take the advioe of their parents,and stay on the 
farm. Bat wh7 i8 it ~hat these parents have such little 
control over their ohi14reJl'Is it not because of the faot 
that their dealings with their ehiidre. in infancy and 
childhood caased the children t. mistrust thea. Havine 
this idea' e~:; distrust'1n their minds t it is then na.tural 
for the child to turn a deaf ear to the advioe of his 
parents.Thus when adTised to remain on the farm,he thinks 
that they are decieveing him and decides to go to the city. 
The point that I am making here is that the parents 
should so conduct themselves that the child will have the 
_ greatest respeot and regard for their advice. Then it may 
be that the parents will advise the child to enter some 
other work or profession, rather than remaining on the farm. 
I have seen this course pur~ed- that is the thoughtless-
ness of parents-and as a result .o~r out of six boys of 
one family have gone into other professions. 
We learn from the psychology of the ohild that the 
time to begin traininchim is at birth. If yo. want an 
evil character begi. traininc him from infancy in that 
direction or neg1eet to train hi.. I believe that the 
neglect of training is causing many children to go astray. 
If you want a good child begin training him at infancy 
I 
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by your precept and example and that child will go in the \ 
right way. If the parents haTe so guided their ohild,when 
the time comes for him to select his life's work they will 
have enough influenoe oyer him and regard for his future 
that theY,counselling together,will select the right work 
for the child. 
This principle of psychology is very applicable to 
the rural children. The parents are thoughtlessly mould-
ing the ideas of tft! child till about the ace of 14.and 
then they begin conscipusly to direot the child.But it 
is then too late •. The ideas of the ohild are formed and 
in a way fixed,and it wll~ take great tact and thought 
to remould the ideas of the child. If the parents want 
their boy to be a farmer,they should begin training 
him for that work at iJ1faney. It is useless to try forcibly' 
to reconstruct the ideas of the child whi.h 
haYe been farmed for 14 or more years. But this is what 
many farmers are tryiDg to do, and they are making 
miserable failures of it. 
How is the farmer going to train the ohild to be 
a farmer if this is the wish of the parent? There are 
several ways. The first one has already stated.Namely. 
keep the oonfidenoe of the ahild. Seoond,when the 
child reaches the age of fiT. or six.,glve him a small 
interest in the farm work or sto.oJ:.As he beoomes older 
give him i little more,and the inoreased interest of 
the child in the work of the farm will inorease ~ 
resul ts oorrespondingly. Thus the farmer will not 10se 
anything finanoially"but. on the' other ·haad 118 will galJl 
a gr~at deal inasmuch as the child will have a sincere 
interest in the work of the farm in general. This is a 
principle that very few farmers realize. Those who do see 
that this is necessary to keep the child interested and 
. , 
on the farm,hava realized muoh more than the childs 
part cost thea. In Northern Missouri a farmer gave to 
his boys an interest in the stock. True it was,that that 
interest was sma11,yet the boys became deeply interested 
in the farm work.Th6 result was that both boys are today 
farmers. The same interest that they manifested in their 
part of the farm work' was also evidenced in their int-
erest in the fathers part of the wOTk. I know of another 
man who did not give his children a part in the stock 
and the result is. that they haTe left the farm. Therefore 
the principle herais.that you must get the child inter-
ested in a certain line of work before you can keep hi. 
in that work. There can be little interest in a given 
work,unless the child owns 'a part of it. 
The ohild oannot be easily fooled. The third way to 
train the ohild to remain on the far •• ~8, to give hi. 
a real interest in the farm work or stooke The parent 
cannot say to the bhi1d, "Ion, this hog or sheep he10ngs 
to you"" and after the child has taken his father at his 
word and fed and fattened the 8llima18,the~s.8ell 
thea"p.t the money into the baBk and neTer say anything 
to the child again about it.About two trips like this 
and the child will be very oareless about oar1~ for 
that whic~ is su~posed to belong to him. The animal 
must belong to ·the child in reality.and not only in name. 
The fourth way to train a child to become a farmer 
is to make the farm attractive ,to him. Not only the ~ormer 
ways will make it attractiTe to hi.m, but the home m1l.8t be 
a real hoae and not an artificial one. The parents should 
be peacehl and harmonious in their relations to one ~:,aa"tutr 
and a180 with the children. A home where strife is con-
tinually in eT1d.~oe is not attraotive for the rural child- • 
reno This is one of the fundamental principles o"! farm 
attraotiveness,but is overlooked by so many people. 
The fiftll way to keep the boy on. ,the farm is to 
giTe him as much eduoation as possible in connection 
with agricultural pursuits. This as. seem contradiotory 
. 
to some,but let us oonsider it. If the parents haTe 
negleoted the early training of the chil~ in regard to 
farm 1ife,then sending him to school would not tend to 
keep him on the farm.To keep,him at home or away "!rom 
s,chool will not keep hin: on the fara if this early train ... 
ing has been deficient. For the boy has his ideas 
formed in regard to farm work,and he is going to leave 
the farm in spite of all the hedf,ing' in that the father 
---_ .. 
may try to do. But if the parents have carefully trained 
their children :in early ohildhood,the education that 
is afforded them ~ll tend to keep them on the farm. 
I"! the reader does not agree with me in this particular 
I would be pleased further tD oonsider the subject at 
a faTorable opportunity.But this is all the space and 
time that we can giTe to this prinoip1e now. The farmers 
need to be educated. The great advances along agrieultural 
lines haTe been made by learned men. Therefore eduoate the 
boys. 
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The sixth way to keep ·the boys on the farn. is ~:t~ 
afford them many means and ways of pleasure. If :there 
are three boy. in a fami17,and all three are at the age 
when they enjoy the associatio~~ of their lady friends, 
it is necessary for them to haTe a good means of taking 
their friends to such sooial affairs that are uplifting 
and b .. efieial. The parents cannot depriTe their children 
of moneY,ways of going, toot alothes,and eTen forbid 
their going to parties and social events,and expect them 
to love the f8~ ltfe. Often a father thinks that if he 
does not get a buggy for hiB b07,give him money to spend 
and get him good clothes, he will haTe a better chance 
. 
to keep him on the farm. But the results haTe been 
nearly the opposite as I haTe observed them. The boy 
reaSODS thus: "I am on the farm with my father,and I have 
no money to spend like the o:ther boys.As'long as I stay 
wi th my parents on the farm it will be this w8.7- I must 
have some money to spend and father w11l not give it 
to lle.Therefore I will haTe to do something else to haTe 
my desires gratified. I-will stop working on the fara 
as Boon as possible.I will go to so~ooltthen get into 
some profession,and then I will haTe my own money and 
can do with it whatever I wish." If he oannot have a 
buggy and horse,to haTe a good time like the other boys 
around hill,he will beoome soured on the farm work and 
life,and will leave thecultiTstion of the soil. This 
has been the real experienoes of several boys that I 
have kaawn,and the former is their way of reasoning. 
Let the parent make the far. life attractiTe to the child 
in these several ways that I have mentioned and he will 
find the farm life a pleasure rather than a drudgery. This 
is another principle that is twisted in the minds of 
, 
many fathers,and the results are the opposite of the wish-
es of the parents. 
The seventh way to keep the boy on the farm is to 
convinoe him of the fact that he is not a slaTe but a 
free born citizen. If the boy gets it into his mind that 
the father cares little about his future,and is working 
him h~rd for the money that it will put into ·his pooket, . 
that boy will not be satisfied with the farm work very 
long. I have seen fathers who considered that they had 
. 
the power of nearly life and death over their children, 
eveD in this enlightened day and generation. If the 
father associates with his boys and is one of them 
the result will be as he desires,for his desire will 
be for their best interests and welfare. Let him lord 
it over his children and the boys will soon vacate 
their places on the farm. The child is not to lay up 
for the father,but the father for the child. Let them 
'. work in union and the burden will be light. If the 
father takes an interest in the social pleasures of 
the child,the child will be satisfied with the farm 
life.even though.he has to -,work pretty hard on the farm. 
When I was on the farm I would do more work in a week 
if I ~as allowed to ~o to some social event in the 
evening.But if I was deprived of that pleasure that-the 
rest of my associates were enjoying.my work was not as 
good,and I was led to hate the farm work. 
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The eighth way to keep the b07S on the fara is to 
have musical instruments in the ho_e.Nearly ev~ry boy 
loves some kind of musio.It is the work of the parents 
to discoTer what that dettre i8.and satisfy it if possible. 
If this pleasure. were giTen to., ,the' boys al;!.d to the ,gu-ls, 
their deiare to go to the city to hear thom would be 
very little, because they could hear them right at home. 
The graphophone, the pianola. the victrola,and other 
musical instruments are making the farm life more attract-
iTe and thereby helping the father to keep ,his boys on 
the farm. 
. 
The child needs a great amount of play.He cannot 
act like those older,for it is natural for him to be 
active.Let the parent direct that actiTity along lines 
of usefulness,and it will be surpriSing what that child 
will accomplish. The ohild wants to be hammering.driving 
nails,asking things,and construoting his own ideas into 
visible objeots. This is play for the ohlld ,and no 
father should hinder him in it.On the other hand the 
parent should provide boards and other means,that the 
results of child! aotivity might be worth while. In 
this way useful things will be .ade by the child,his 
brain developed,and his physical self greatly helped. 
I realize that we haTe Ooaaid.red just a few of 
the important principles that mak~ the farm attraotive 
to the boys. I hope that this oonsideration will be 
the means of stimulating the thoughts of the reader 
and causing hi. to desire further t. investigate these 
Tital principles of keeping the boys on the farm. 
\ , 
Chapter VI. 
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Cupter VI. 
RURAL EDUCATIOll. 
The edueatioaal sit.atia. alone in the rural coamun-
ities is worthy o~ a long disoussion. The good qualities 
and defects are not .ltogetber annoti.ed by the rural 
population.On the other band they are Dot as large in 
the eyes of the farmers as they tr.ly are.But tbis is 
not at all surprising to a olose obserTer.Usually the 
observer from without has a better chance to take in 
the whole situation than the ones ' so olosely connected 
with the work. There are many questions that we shall 
oonsider in conne.tion wi~h the rural Bchool s~tuation. 
The issue in ~his chapter is not so muoh~Bow bad is the 
rural schoo:.lbut"How mueh progress is being made eaoh 
year or period o~ years?"Of conrse we shall also notiee 
the defects and good qualities of the rural school. 
In begiining this discussion. let us recognize 
the ad~antages of city sohools over rural schools. This 
is evidence4 very plainlY' in many ways.But at the same time 
let us not 108e sight of the fact that the rural schools,' 
even though they are generally considered unworthy of 
the aam.,hav& many good qualities and some advantages 
over the oity schools. 
In this chapter we shall not try to boost either 
one school sttuation or another,but present the facts 
as they "Are both -in the rural communities and in the 
oities. I think that we shall see that the rural situation 
, - ~ , 
is not as bad as.it is thought to be by the city people. 
While on the other hand it is not as up to date as the 
rural populatioll consider it. 
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RURAL SOHOOLS. 
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"Ans" stands for 'f answer". "Agri 11 means" agrioul ture" • 
"Edua" means "education". "00_" means"coDlJllUnity'! "Sal!~ 
means "salary". "Int"means "interest". "Soh" means "school". 
"H. ;3." means "JU.gh sohool". "Eleot". means· "eleot ion" • 
This tab2e is a brief summary of the replies that 
I received fro~ the farmers to whom I sent questionaires. 
As usual "A" stands for"rarmers". "B" for "'1luperintel'ld4Jlts". 
and "C" for "cQunty agents". 
In table Ho.5.the reader will notice a report on 
many of the phases of the rural school.We shall follow 
this table olose17,and oonsider the different pOints as 
they oome. 
Is the rural sohool as good today as it was many 
years ago? The superintendents unanimously say. ''les'' • 
These men are from the small towns or larger towns. If 
they say that the rural sohools are so mcuh better now , 
than they were a few years ago,we may count it as true. 
"What kind of scbool teachers haTe you in your 
community?"This is the exact form of the question that 
I sent out to the farmers and others. The farnlers re-
plied,"good-26".ffpoor ... lO". and 15 gave no answer at all. 
The superintendents reported.-that the effioiency of the 
rural sohools was as follows: "High_an, "average-G".and 
only 8 say that the eohoolwork in their oounties is 
poor. The county agents report extremely faTorabli as 
you will noti.e from the table.C,2. Thus we see that 
the opinion of 811- thBt is a majority- is very much 
in favor Of an'optimillt1. viell:of, the wQrkdone in the 
rural sohools. But what are we going to do with the 
minority report wbich is unfavorable? I do not hold 
that every rural scbool is up to date. Many of them are 
. ' 
far from it. But what we are after in this discussion 
is the general average,and this we see is very good. 
From the superintpml8ntiJ' report we see that they are 
unanimous in'thinking that the rural schools are far 
better now than they were '15 years ago. ~here is cause 
to rejOice because of this favorable report. 
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The minority report which is unfavorable is not 
diffioult to solve. 15 of the farmers did not answer my 
questions at all. This manifests that a good many farmers 
are not interested in schools. Some of t heni because they _ 
, 
have no ohildren probably. Others because their children 
are through sohool.While others, may be struggling so 
hard for existenoe that tpey have little time to devote 
to the mral school- quest,ion. Do these things exouse the 
farmers? No! B.J no means,no~ Beoause they have no ohild-
ren 'or beo8.us~ the!r--childrelLare through school are not 
reasons for thier giving little attention to'the education 
of the ohildren of other lZeople's ohildren. But the people 
are not altogether to blame for the poor work done in 
the rural schools. The state is partly responsible for 
this state of affairs. The community may'be doing their 
best in regard to the rural school,but that"best"may 
not mean very muoh if the distriot is small and the 
~and very poor. The tax that would be levied in suoh a 
sohool district would not be suffioient to ensble, them 
to hire a oompetent sohool teacher. In suoh a case,if 
the state does not oome to their aid, by necessity that 
rural-sohool will be very poor. If the finanoes are 
laoking mo' any sohool will soon go down,and the re-
sult will be,extr~ely poor work. Therefore I hold 
that it is the duty of the state to come to'the assist~ 
anoe of needy sohool districts. Suoh an amount should 
be given them that will enable them to hire a compet-
ent school teacher. In same of the states this is being 
done,hut not to such an extent as ' it should be. In 
this way the number of poor sohoole would beoome ~~ ,- • 
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There is no doubt but· that the low salaries paid 
to rural teache~s haTe something to do with the ineffio-
ienoy of the rural school work. My principle is:"Pay a 
man one dollar per da~ and he will earn one dollar. Pay 
him one and one ha1~ dollars and he will earn that. Pay 
him two dollars and generally he will earn that."Oondense. 
ing the statment,I would present it thus:" A man will 
usually earn what he is paid for his services". Of 
course I expeet the, reader to use reason in this di8-
cussion,snd not plaoe the amount of salary too high. 
What oonneotion has this *4th the rural school teachers? 
Are the teaohers going to.100k at the dollar when they 
are training the chi1dren;If their salary is good they 
will do good work, but if it is small they will do poor 
work? No, this is not a fair oonclusion. We must go 
back one step farther. A good teacher can command a 
good salary. While a poor teaoher cannot command a 
good salary. Therefore the good teaoherwill acoept 
the good position usual1Y,and the poorer teaoher will 
be ~ompel1ed to take the work that is left. Thus .he, 
may do their best in the teaching, but the results will 
be far apart because one had a good foundatlon,so to 
speak,while the alter had not the same capabilities. 
The one achieves success,the other fails. Not because 
their motives were different,but because they were not 
not equally oapable. Then,i! we want good teachers in 
the places of these poor teaohers.we will have to get 
others who haTe capabilities equal to the wor~. If we 
get such teaohers,it will be necessary to pay them a 
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larger sa1ary,espeoial1y larger than we pay the poorer 
teaohers. To my mind this is the oause of so muoh poor 
work done in rural schools. The teachers are underpaid 
for the important. work of training the child while it 
is away from its mother. 
What does the report show in table No.5? The sal-
aries of 20 teaohers are between $40 and $50 per month. 
10 between $50 and $ao per month,whl1e only 10 are over 
the last amount. Note you that 10 did not answer my 
quest ion at all •. From the superintendents' report we 
see that the average wage for the rural school teacher 
is about $50. Remember that these letters were sent to 
oommunities a little above the average,or about the 
average.From my own experienoe I know that there are 
many rural teaohers who are not receiving over $30 or $40 
per month for their services. I believe that if we 
eould accurately find out what wage eaoh sohoo1 teaoher 
in the oountry was reoeiving all pver our commonwealth, 
we would be startled to see that it would not be over 
$40. per month. But this is the past and present.The 
future will bring fojlh better equipped teaohers,and 
they will ask a better salary, and command it 110 doubt. 
Of the 10 poor teaohers referred to in the report 
8 received low salaries. This shows that two teaohers 
made a suooess despite the faot that they reoeived low 
salaries. Of the 25 good teachers 5 reoeived low salaries. 
This shows that a few will make good even thou!h they are 
not paid what they are worth. 8 of the high salaried 
teaohers lived in towns of about 2000 eaoh. and two 1. 
smaller places. The rural teacher is not paid enough. 
So often I haTe read in our dn117 papers that 80 •• 
think that the Bohool teaohers are paid too noh. This 
is an evidenoe of ignoranoe.and I think that the reader 
will agree with me in"that etatment if he considers the 
following reasoning,and undisputable faets. 
A good many of our friends forget the faet that 
the day laborer who fixes our furnaces when they are 
out of repair receilOOe more per' day than the average rural 
teacher. The man t~at works at the common tasks of life 
reoeives more than the person who is employed to teaoh 
the child wisdom and understanding. Yes,the men who 
work •• the ditoh or the ,treet receive more than 
_ 'the person who takes the place of the mother and father 
for-a 'greater part of the day during the school year. 
Think of it! Is this all the parents think of the 
training of their children? Is the laborer worth more 
" 
than the person who trains the child intelleotually? 
Surely the statement,that the teachers are paid too 
muoh, that' they are altogether working for the dollar 
alone., ia unjust and false. When I send a child to school 
I want to send it . to a person in whom I have confidence. 
Confidenoe in his ability and oonfidenoe in his fitness 
-J-
~right17 .'1lO train the child that I have plaoed in his oare. 
Also let us not lose sight of the faot that the 
school teaQhe~lJust go to sohool for a loq time,spend 
a great deal of money,'study hard, stand the examinations, 
and then do a great amount/of work,for the small salary 
that they are to reoeive. While the workman does not go 
*0 any expense to learn his trade. If we give them justioe 
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will we not pay them a salary that will enable them to 
pay the debt that th" have inourred while they were in 
school,and a reasonable amount beyond that and expensis? 
I think that this reasoning will bring us to the oon-
-
olusion,that the teacher ought to have a better salary 
than the common laborer on the street and in the ditch. 
If a larger salary is offered,the person will prepare 
better for the position,and the result will be two fold. 
Namely, better teaohers,and better work acoomplished 
• in the sohools. 
In many communities very few people know what the 
teacher is reoeiving. U8Ua~y it is this 01a8s that 
makes, the main objection when the propositton i~ before 
the people to increase the teachets salary. This no 
doubt holds good in all the professions of life. In the 
ministr,r it is so. Usually the ones who pay nothing,and 
... would like to receive from the ohuroh, are the ones 
who say that the minister is receiving too large salary 
for the work that he is doing. They have but one standard 
to measure bY,and that standard is phYSical. -. i.Then we 
consider the mental labor,and the amount of effioiency 
that the trained mind possesses,I think that we will 
agree that the teacher is not paid enough salary for 
the work that he acoomp1ishes. 
Another point must be considered,and it is this. 
The sohoo1 teacher only teaches a part of .the year. 
He' is. paid for the time that he works or teaches,and the 
rest of the year he must find some other means of sub. 
sist.aoe. Usually he goes to school and spends the little 
that he has saved during the'winter,to be more efficient. 
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Does the farmer Deed an agricultural,high sohoo. 
and college. education to booo.e the most effioient fara. 
ar? Soae say';,Jea': while others say';jJO': What do we meo 
by eaoh of these phases ot the eduoational situation? 
It is well for the farmer to haTe as much education as 
possible. But it is not the priTilege of every farmer 
to secure a college eduoation. Very few farmers have a 
Gollege educatioD,snd I think that we can rule f)utthis 
phase of the questioD, as unne~esBary yet desirable if 
possible. Shall every farmer have a high school education? 
If he 4lnts to beoome more than the average farmer 
in his communit7.in this advanced day,it is necessary 
for him to haTe a four years high school eduoatioR. The 
reader may point to many who have no education at all 
and who have suooeeded in life. Yet do not forget that 
such examples are exceptions to the general rule. How 
much greater suocess mlght these men have achieved 
had they had the high sohool. education. Thus the writer 
- considers that it is necessary for the farmer to have 
at least a high school educatioD if be wishes to reaoh 
a high degree of success on the fara. 
Is it neoessary for the farmer to have an agri-
cultural eduoation? There *8 a great division of opinio~ 
upon this part of the subject. In my experience I have 
seen scientific farmers who were failures.I also have 
seen a greater number of unscientific farmers who v/ere 
more t]aan failures. Here we are concerned with the 
questiorl~~hould agrioulture be taught in the rural 
schools~This brings up many important oonsiderations. 
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Th~ first objection that the farmers bring up is,that 
the average rural school teacher is from the oity or small 
towns and therefore knows very little about agriculture 
and is entirely unable to teaoh boys and girls who live 
in the rural districts. This,to my mind,is a valid ob-
jeotion. From the sohool reports you will find that a 
great number of the teaohers are from the oities.The 
greater part of the other teaohers are from the oountry, 
but they know very little about real farming,for many 
of them are girls who pay no atteDtion to the working of 
the soil~ From the report of the superint.n~ents we see 
that the greater per cent .of the rural teachers are 
female. Thus the subjeot of agriculture would be taught 
-' 
very poorly in a majority of the districts. 'But the 
question for ou~ oonsideration is,what shall we do to 
make the rural districts better? Even though they teach 
agriculture very poorly.is it not better that it be 
taught this way than not at ,all? Howev-er poorly a subje4it 
- may be taught there are a few who will get some good out 
of it. If the farmers would always keep this kind of-
reasoning the subjeot of agrioulture would never be 
taught in the rural sohools. But here let us noti.e, 
that a person can l.earn some things out of books that 
he can put to praotical use.If he can do this,ls -it not 
possib.e for the rural teacher 1IJ) ~j) teach the subject 
that the minds of the country boys will be stimulated 
to greater activity along agricultural lines? ~~ere 
the subjeot is-taught I have heard competent judges say 
that it is dOing muo~ good for the boya and the farm life. 
as 
The second objection that the farmers offer conoern-
ing teaching agriculture in the rur& sohools iS,that 
new ideas are put into the head of the child which are. 
impractioable and therefore injurious to farm life. This 
objeotion comes from those who know little and oare 
less about the improvment of rural life. It is true that 
the.ohild is receptive to these new ideas and that he 
\ 
will go home from sohool end tell them to his father and 
try to get him to try the new ways. Fathers usually resent 
this on the part of their childre.ybut this resentment 
comes beoause of ignoranoe rather than because of wisdom. 
No ,man gets too old to le~n,even fro~ those who are younger. 
/There are other objections to the teaching of this 
sub j a,ct in rural sahoo Is t but we shall' not consider them 
further. Now let us notioe two great benefits that eome 
from the study of this in the grades. 
The first great help in the study of agriculture 
in the rural schools,is,that it stimulates the mind of 
the youth while the mind is receptive to a.oh stimulations. 
It is useless to try to teaoh an old person new things. 
He may get them, but not to any degree of perfection. The 
time to train the c l-Jild is while he is YOl1ng.lmpreRsions 
are made upon his mind then that could not possibly be made 
later in life. The time to bit the iron is while it is \ 
hot or red. The time to mould the mind of the child is 
while it is in 8-,receptive condition. 
The second great advantage in the study of agri-
culture ,~ the grades,is,that it gives the child a chance 
to test the teachings of the book in the labGratory of 
of the farm.A great stimnlous is given to the child. 
We have oonsidered the aauses of the poor work 
done in the rural schools. We saw that so many of the 
rural communities took so little interest in the sohools. 
and that there were so many poor teaoh&rs. Right here 
I want to say that if the patrone of a sohool would 
help the teacher more than they do there would be fewer 
poor teaohers. Small. salaries do not oommand the be,st 
of teaohers. But the main point that I want to oonsider 
is the faot that eaoh rural teacher has entirely 
too many subjeots to teaeh. SlUt usually has from the 
first to the,eighth grades to teaoh~and we know that this 
is too muoh far any teac'her even though her talent s be 
. . . 
very great. 'I asked the superinterJ{1.aats which olass of 
teachers was the better,the male or female. The reply was, 
. "the female 70r the first 5 grades,and the male for the 
rest of the grades. It is generally considered that the 
teaohers in the high sohools should be men teachers. 
When the child gets to this age he wants to be associated 
with men,and the male teachers can have a greater in-
fluenoe over his life~ It i8 true that the rural teacher 
has too muoh to teach. She cannot do the wo:rk justioe or 
the pupils either. What will remedy the situation in 
this~regard? MY solution ia,the township high sohools. 
In many of the states of our oountry"laws are being passed 
permitting seTeral distriots to unite and form one large 
district.This is known as the township school. It is 
located near the center of the townshiP. and wagons bring 
the ohildren to school and take them home at the expense 
• 
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of the township. Thus instead of having four small weak 
distriot soh091s,the township has one large fine bui1d-
ing,we11 heated,sanitary,up to date,and large enough 
for the probable growth of the township. In this school 
there w11l be a teaoher for about each two grades.In 
this way the teacher can give the ohildren just i •• and 
teach their subjects with greater power. This will 
usher ia more and more , even in the grades,the need of· 
speoia1ization. 
This township sohoo1 does not only afford a better 
training in the grades, but it will have in eonnection 
with it a high sohoo1 unde» the supervision of the state. 
This will mean that many boy8 and girls who could not 
go off to the high schools,will haTe an opportunity to 
secure a high school education and reaainunder the in-
fluences of the home. How often have we seen boys and 
. 
girls leave the purity of the home,attend some city high 
schoo1,and return stained wi~h the sins of the oity life. 
- The townShip, high school will take away this doubtful 
situation,and make it possib1. for the boys and girls 
to remain at home and take their high school education. 
We know that the high school age is the most important 
time in the life of the young people. More habits are 
formed then than at~~ny other time. T.erefore it is 
-;,-~ 
fine for the young people that they can take their 
advanced schooling and remain under the proteoting oare 
of a mother's and father's lOTe. The township high 
sohool will fill a muoh needed want in the education 
of the young people of the rural districts. 
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One more thing that 1 must meRtioD in connection 
with the township high school situation. Had it not bee. 
for one of these schools". the 1fri t er would not be conaid:.. 
. , 
ering this important subjeot of rural sociology. In our 
community there was an aeademy.aalled the Van Rensselaer 
Aaademy.situated at Rensselaer, Missouri. I know from 
my own experienoe and from the experienoe of others that 
I haTe not1ced .. that many of the young people in our 
oommunity would haTe never gone to the-:ht8'h school.much 
less the oollege,had.it not been for that o~d academy • 
This will be fbund true no doubt in eaoh community 
where there is sueh an academy or a township high sohools • 
. 
In this way maay poor people will haTe an opportunity 
to send their ahildr&n through the high sahool. When 
they onoe get throueh the high sehool, if they are de-
termined enough,they will be willing to work their way 
thro*gh oollege and probably further. Untold good will 
result from the establishment of the township ,1gh 
schools all OTer our country. 
A great hindrance in our pub1jc school system is 
that polities enters into so many of the elections. It 
is a recognized fact that politics has ,no place in sohool 
matters. Too muah is at stake. for the -patrons ot the sohool 
to allow petty differences 80 to inf1uenoe their opinion 
that the effioiency of the sahool will be impaired. 
Politics is alright in its place,but it is out of plaoe 
in ~atters of eduoation. Only one thought-should be in 
the minds of the people,and that is whioh oourse will 
be for the best interests of the pupils. 
8'1 
One of the great questions before the educators to-
day.is,how shall rural teachers be selected? S~lIle pro-
pose that a county oommissioner appoint teachers for the 
entire county. This is placing a great power in the hands 
of one man. Others propose that a oounty board select the 
teachers or appoint them for the entire oounty. This I 
believe i8 a better plan than the former. still otherS 
propose that eaeh township haTe a c.ommissioner.and that 
commissioner appoint the teaor,era for the rural schools. 
This is the best plan so far I think. There are others 
who advocate cooperation; This'plan is,that a county 
commissioner oooperate with a representative of each 
township or rural distriot,and they together will select 
the teachers for the various schools. 
as 
The writer has not tried to exhaust the rural 
educational situation. Many important problems have 
simply boen touohed upon,and the reader,it is hoped. 
will be interested enough in some phase of the subject, 
that he w111 go far beyond the investigations of the 
writer. 
Advantages of city over rural schools haTe been 
lightly touohed upon. Likewise the advantages of rural 
over oity sohools. The reader will reoognize the 
advantages of each,and spend his thought along lines 
which will tend toward the righting of the wrongs 
and defects in each of the places. 
The importanoe of the training of the mind of the 
ohild can be hardly overestimated.So much good or 
evil oan be done in so short time. Ours is a Christian 
land and a religious land. Therefore it behooves us to 
have in our schools only such teachers whose oharacters 
are beyond reproaoh. The patron wants a teacher~so ~b 
train his ohildren that they w1ll make good pure 
reljlious and Ihristian oitizens. Thus it should be the 
desire of the school board to secure suoh teaohers. If 
the oommissioner is of a doubtfuloharaoter,what will he 
oare if oorrupt t eaohers are placed in the rural sohools? 
The rural situation is an inlportant one.and the best 
thought that we oan give to it is none too good. 
---", 
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Ohapter VII. 
RURAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
Rntil recently rural organizations have been very 
few. The farmers have been very baokward in dOing anything 
along this line,and as a result nothing has been done. 
About twn years ago the Department of Agrioulture at 
Washington D.C. organized a speeial department fo~ the 
promotion of rural organizations. It is known as the 
tt:Bu~eau, .. of'-Markets and llural Organization". This bureau 
offers free literature to be sent to any address on 
application. The idea of this work is to interest the 
farmers in the subjeet,an~ intereste~ they w1l1 seek 
. ~ 
more light upon the subject and try to put to praotice 
some of the prinCiples which are proposed by the 
~~vernmental bureau. While this work has been going on 
for only two years,very muoh is being accomplished. 
The results so far indicate that the objeot of the 
bureau will be realized some time,and that time not 
so many years distant. 
The city is full of organizations,and the country 
has comparatively few. The spirit of the city is going 
out to the rural distriots,and the farmers are beginning 
to think about organization whioh will mean mutual 
benefit. As in all ages,new ideas run siowly.People 
desire to oling to the old and reject the new. But this 
tendency on the part ofpeo,le in general does not 
silence the proclamations of the ambitious and patriots 
who through their love for better things, urge the 
backward public to aocept tho new and discard the old. 
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Table" N().6~. 
i· i. 
Questions 
• Causes-----
, Who stand loss?-15 J A.' In favor of' 
'organization' 
'ampng the ' 
Yes .. i6 
lio-32 
• Cannot organize farm-' 
ersT15 ' 
, farmers wh16h 
, B. 'will enable them 
'to hold theit 
t 'grain till ' 
t~ri.es go hither? 
C.'(Same questi6n 
, for all thr&e). 
Yes-l 
No -4 
Yea ... l~ 
No- 5 
• 
( 
Uo reasons 
No reasons 
~--~------------,~--------------~-----------------------. 
'l'able No.6. 
Very few of the questio"ns were directly upon this 
subject of organizations. But in the discussion we will 
make reference to other tables as they have some oonclusiojs 
whioh are important to this discussion. 
As usual"A" stands for Farmers. nEtt for superin-
ter-lieats. "c" for county agents. A few other minor 
reasons. for oPPosing this p~oposition were presented 
by the farmers,which will be brouaht out in the dis-
cussion of the subjeot. 
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"Centr.lizatioJl" is the one word :ror rural coaaun-
ities from a sociological standpoint. In all the walks of life 
this is being practiced except in rural communities. In the 
oountry this is hard to dO,becauee with the farmers there 
is a feeling o:r independence.Bat are they independent o:r their 
fellow men? Jot by any means. It is to the interest of the 
urban pooulation to keep the farmer in that way of thinking. 
Many and varied will be the results when the farmer comes 
to realize the adyantage~ to be gained through oooperation. 
Why is it so hard to get the farmers together? 
As soon as a person begins to talk about organizing them 
for their .wn benefit and welfare, they begin to doubt his 
motives.beoause they haTe been trioked a few times before. 
In nearly every·oommunity there are some farmers who , 
at one time or anoth~tLhawe been swindled out of a tew 
dollars by some smooth fellow from the city. Today most of 
the men who try to organize the farmers,come from the Oity 
and consequently are mistrusted',ETen though they are true 
ani desire the welfare of the ~armers,their pleading,in most 
oases,does little good. The farmers are standing in their 
own light,but they are to independent to mov-e.Therefore they 
-. 
will be deprived of the light of that social welfare which 
comes through beneficial rural organizations. 
In table number 6,page 9l,You will notioe the 
t . 
attitude of the farmer~.superintendants and county agents 
toward the following proposition." Vlhat do you think about 
organizing the farmers into suoh an organization ;&8._:' will 
enable the small farmer,who has to sell his wheat or grain 
at threshing time, to sell it to the company at the price 
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paid at that time;the oompany will hold it till wheat goes 
higher,then sell it ,deduct the cost of handling it,then take 
out 5 cents per bushel as a reserve fund,and then pay what is 
left to the original owner of the grain?1f This is a brief 
statment of the proposition.Of oourse anything that will keep 
may be inoluded in this proposition. The writer took wheat 
as an example best suited for our consideration. To this 
que.stion or propostt ion the following replies were received: 
32 farmers said -Bo- to lhe proposition,while only 16 said 
·;te.Jf". :ba superintendant said It}es" ,and 4 said Yl:ib". One 
county agent said !lJes" , while 6:C·.llid tlNO'". This table goes to 
show that a great majority of the people are opposed to the 
plan.How many oOmDnunities have tried this plan? Probably 
none. Yet the answer comes in a firm waJI "Xo" _ It is a 
eharaoteristic of the farmer that he does not want to try 
something new.He would sooner do things in the old way and 
make a little money,rather than do things in a new way and 
have the great chances to maIm m~re money_ The . farmer wants 
to-take no chances on anything. He wants to play sure.! think 
that it is a faot that the great moneyed men today reaohed 
their high position in the financial world because they were 
not afraid to try the new. Knowing the way that the farmers 
think,I believe that the plan that I suggested for helping 
the small farmer,end at the same time helping the large 
farmers,is a good one. The. main reason that so many are 
opposed to it is because it is new. 
You will notice that the superintend.eLt s and county 
agents gave no reasons for thtir. negative replies. The farmers 
ventured to give a few,and they are reasonable ones. First,"You 
9. 
will not be able to organize the farmers". This is a 
good reason. It will be hard to organize the farmers 
no doubt,but this should not keep us from trying it. 
If a community will honestly try the scheme that I 
propose,I believe that it will prove to be an asset to 
that community.The question iS,it seems to me,will the 
farmers give it a fair trial? To say that it oannot be 
done,is a severe indictment to bring agaist all the far-
mers.ln every oommunjty there are enough progressive 
farmers who oertainly should be willing to take up 
a line of activity which has maie many grain buyers 
very wealthy. If,the elevator men can make ,good money 
with it,I see nothing to hinder an organization which 
will carryon the same work. To say that the farmers 
will not organize,is not enough to discourage progressive 
farmers. The elevator men disoourage the farmers all they 
can.lt is to their interest of,course. But why should 
one or a few become wealthY,and the community be the 
losers ? 
Let it be remembered,that it is not necessary to 
organize the whole community.As many farmers as desire 
to join the organization can do so.If only one third of 
the farmers want to go into this organization,that will 
be plenty to begin with.As the organization succeeds 
there will be others who will i8~ire to join them. 
Another reason presented against the plan, is, that 
in oase of a deficienoy who will stand the loss? If 
the grain drops in.price,who will pay the loss? This is 
another good reason.It is always well to consider all 
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possible objeotions,but these should not be considered 
in a prejudioed light. The plan that I suggested make~ 
a provision for a 'eficit now and then.In the last few 
years---eay 10 years- 1. not over two years, if there h.-.ye 
been that many. has wheat gone below the threshing price. 
Nearly every year it has gone far aboTe the price for 
whioh it was selling from the maohine. I proposed that 
five cents per bushel be reserved each year,as a reserve 
fund to proteot the. organization against the time when 
the price at which they sell will be below the threshing 
time price. This provision will do away with the argument, 
that there will be no one.to pay the bill if there should 
be a loss. 
The farmer and men of other oocupations aleo,as 
a rule are afraid to go into new organizations. As a 
result they stay out,and the men who are progressive 
ellough to go into the IeW things,are the men who are 
calledmillionaire8 today. When some of these million-
aires were poor young people,they were ridiculed and 
laughed at because they dared to do the thing that 
was beyond the ordinary or oust omary. They pa~d: no 
attention to the critioism of the world,and today they 
are oaptains of industry. 
As a rvle the average publio stands back,while the 
few are for~ing ahead into the unknown fields and' 
acoomplishing great things. When a new thing suooeeds, 
those who stood baok and had no connection wfth its 
suocess,are often the very ones who oome fort~ and are 
ready to aooept part of t he glory. Should the organization 
fail in its attempt,the average citizen then will heap 
upon the promoter all the blame. Had the people in general 
aided the !!len at the head of the organization suooess 
would have crowned their labors instead of defeat. This 
same prinoiple is evident in all the walks of life.It 
is a.nrinoiple that means less progression than could 
be made if all would try to give everyone else a fair 
deal or a square deal. 
No doubt there are other minor objection to this 
plan , but we shall not refer to them.These two are a 
good sample of the validity of the arguments that the 
people present against new. plans and proPQsttions. 
"Jtural credits" is a great thing for the farmer 
but very few know it. This is rather a new thing for 
the United States. In the European countries it has 
worked with narked sucoess. The "rural credits" plan is 
as follows: A few men get together who have enough 
money to start the organization. They are recognized 
by the state officiala,and given the opportunity to 
organize at--say a million dollars capital stock. Then 
the organization hires a few agents to work the state 
for theD!. The agent comes to a farmer. the farmer takes 
one share of $100.00 or more shares. No man can buy 
'over 25 shares. For every $100.00 the stoe~'ll()lder" Clan 
borrow $1000.00 on his farm land.providee that the 
amount that he borrows will not exceed half the worth of 
the land. He may borrow this money at 57& interest for 
a period of 5,10,25 or a few more years if he wishes. 
Should he desire at any time to pay all of it back he 
may do so. None but stock holders are benefited in this. 
The "rural oredi ts" plan of aiding the farmers who 
desire to be aided,snd are willing to take up something 
that is new,ia an extremely good one.It has received the 
endorsement of the last three presidents of the inite. 
States,and also by most of the governors of the various 
states. Even though it has worked so well in other 
oountties the people here are taking interest in the 
plan very slowly. A bill has been introduced into the 
national congress for 'Clle,'third time embraoing the 
fural credits"plan. Eaoh time the bill has failed. Why? 
At first it could hardly be underatood why tae repre-
sentatives of the people should turn down suoh a plan, 
when they could see what it has meant to the other 
countries where it has been tried. But why did our men 
in Wa_hington who claim to represent uS,turn down the 
proposed bill? The &nswer is clear and plain. The moneyed 
men in Wall Itreet opposed the plan.If it should pass 
. and t he people allover t he United States should weloome 
_ it. they would Dot be able to lend money to the small 
banks allover our land. It means this. The more money 
the "-rural credits" plaan brings to the farmers, the less 
money the oapitalists can lend the bankers, for there will 
... be little demand for so much of the banks money_ This 
will also mean that the bankers will have to charge less 
interest.They will haTe to oome down to 5~ to be on an 
equal basis with the "rural credits" banks. Consequently 
the bankers,the oapitalists in the East and men who 
have a great amount of money to lend are opposed to the 
"rural oredi tsft b111. These rioh men are not seeking the 
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welfare of t he farmers~ They are out for their own interests 
and care little Bb out the farmers who have to borrow from 
the banks and pay an enormous rate of interest. Aecording 
to the "rural credits" plan the money goes direct to the 
farrners,while as it now is,the bankers have to get their 
portion of the interest.The former will eliminate the 
• 
middl 8- man. 
The terms upon whioh the farmer oan get money aocord~ 
ing to this plan, .,rtf Tery:exlellent. He does not have to 
give security,other t~a. his land. He does not haTe to 
get the note renewed every three or four _qnths" but he 
can borrow it upon several years time. The "rural oredits" 
. .. 
plan h~s so many good things about it that we have been 
able to mention only a few.' Enough has been said on this 
point~wh1'. will lead. the reader to further investigation 
and study. From the present indioations it will not be 
long till several companies similar to this will be in 
operation in our own state of Kentucky.When the farmers 
realize the great opportunities that this plan offers to 
them,the world will see a greater United states. 
The churoh is about the most powerful organization 
inthe·rural districts. Go wherever you will,and you 
w1ll see same kind of a religious orgapization.A great 
amount of property is held by these ohurohes,and this 
property is nontaxible because of the faot,that the 
state reoognizes that the ohurch is essential to the 
progress and welfare of the Union. Although some of 
the r~al churches may not appear to have such a great 
influence in a cOHmnlnit7.yet very few would do without 
her uplifting iaftuenee. 
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In .any rural oOJlllllUlli ties the Masonic lodge, the 
Knights of Pythias,the Odd Fellows and ather l~dges are 
a great source of pleasure and benefit to th~ people 
who take a part in them. Although these lodges are oon~ 
fined to the small towns and oities,yet their influenoe 
reaches out into the rural districts. The plaoe that 
these organizations fill in the social fabrio is in-
valuable.The more civilized a country beoomes the 
better organized will the people become. A great work can 
be done along such lines in the rural districts.Literary 
societies,sewing clubs,parties in certain organizations 
tend to bi.d the people o~ a oommunity closer together. 
If I had my way every person in a community would belong 
to some organization for pleasure and profit.In such a 
community the whole social atmosphere would be fragrant 
with the soents of sooial well being and prosperity. 
In this day we should not forget to mention the 
game of base ball. I like to see a good game of base 
ball.But the question with me iS,when should the game 
be played? On Sunday afternoons or on Saturdays? Without 
going into the subject at any length,I propose to elim-
inate the Sunday ball playing.What shall we do for those 
who work in the shops all day for six days in the week? 
When shall they play.In AU8tralia all workmen work only 
fiTe and one half days per week. Saturday afternoon is 
the time for recreation and pleaBure. I advocate the same 
law for our country. This would permit the city people to 
play ball on Saturday instead of Sunday.In fact the city 
people can play or go to games whenever they please. That 
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is. the people outside o~ the ~aetories and offices. This 
law would give the country young people a ohanoe to attend 
a ball game on Saturday a~ternoon instead of Sunday. I 
stand for the ohureh which is the foundation of our govern-
ment.The 8abbath day is one of the stones whioh makes that 
~oundation.Therefore I am ~or a law which will preserve 
the foundation of our Union,and deoidedly opposed to 
deseorating the Sabbath day. This plan of mine would 
give the people a chance to rest and enjoy themselves. 
It is a recognized fact that a person oan do more work 
by taking frequent rests than he can by working' straight 
along for a longer period •• 
These organizations in the rural distriots for the 
financial betterment of the peo)le will mean a higher. 
social status. The question is often asked,"If the farmers 
organize and make more out of their grain will it not mean 
that the o,ty people will have to pay that muoh more for 
the produce? Not at all. In ~ few words let me say,that it 
- will tond to eliminate the middle man or probably I 
should s~ the middle men. The .resul t will be better for 
the farmer and better for the consumer in the oity. The 
middle man has a perfect right to buy and sell if he 
wishes to so do.But the poin~ I am making is, that we 
do not owe him anything,and it is alright to antagonize 
his poeition if it will benefit the social well being 
of people in general. The·pr1 •• iple that we should 
always keep in mind is, "the greatest amount of gOOd to 
the greatest number." 
The rural oommunity should be so organized that 
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the badcharaoters could not corrupt the morals of the 
rural young people.I do not mean that they should be 
considered as outcasts,but that they would know that as 
soon as they went astray they could not associate with 
the pure of the community, yet would be rece i ved bacl: 
into the organization as soon as they proved their 
worthiness to be numoered again with them. ~his would 
prevent many young people from going astray. As it is 
today some of t he most popular young people are not 
worthy to associate with those covaidered their social 
inferiors. ~'lhile this is noticable in the cr)untry. it is 
not near as bad as it is in the city.Generally in the oity 
onJs social standing depends upon the amount of money that 
he possesses.It is not so to the same degree in the oountry. 
There is not snoh a great differenoe in the rural distriots 
between the fiaanoial oonditions of one man and his 
beighbors. Even though there may be a great differenoe 
in some cases,the emphasis ~s not placed upon that part 
of the soeial fabric.The emphasis is placed more upon 
the oharaoter. This is one of the various reasons that 
the country is oonsidered a good plaoe to rear a family. 
Great care must be observed in the guidanoe of suoh an 
organiza~ion among the young people,but I believe that if 
it is oarefully supervised by those who are interested in 
the welfare of the young people and the communitY,a great 
ar.1ount of good will result. 
Telephone organizations in the rural districts 
have proven to be a suooe.ss. In the oommuni ty where I. 
lived several years ago ,the farmers banded themselves 
• 
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together and made the rural telephone a marked suooess. 
The amount of pleasure that suoh a telephone system affords 
the community is very great,and the finanQial saving that 
it has proven to be should not be overlooked. In threshing 
time the farmer can telephone his neighbors exactly the 
time when to oome to his house'to begin work.Before the 
telephon~ was used 'the farmer had to get in his buggy or 
go OIl horse-back allover a community to tell the farmers 
when to come to help him thresh. I have done some of this 
riding in threshing time and I oan ~ay that the telephone 
is a time saver-,a money saver. and a great pleasure. 
The rural oommuniti~s are unorgaaized when it comes 
to the rural sohool situation. They be~ieTe that the 
state will not do any more than they are dOing,and why 
should they organize' to make the rural sohool better? 
This is a mjstaken idea.If enough oommunities will organ-
ize the state will soon recognize them. and it will surpnse 
them, to S" what the state will do for their schools. It 
is true that one community will not amount to muoh,but 
a great number of these small communities make the large 
statos.When these s~all communities get together the 
state will take notioe of them,and results will follow • 
• I shall not try to exhaust this large subject. 'Nhat 
I have said concerns the most important problema. 
The farmers are beginning to wake up along all lines, 
and are demanding better things. It is our desire that 
they wake up enough to organize their soattered foroes 
into special units. When this unity of purpose is evident 
• 
resul ts are bound to follow .for "in union ~h~re: 18 power". 
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Cllapter VIII. 
SCIENTIFIC FAruJING. 
Books could be written upon this subje·ot .~lolle. 
Soientifio farming is reoeiving more attention in the 
state universities today than is any other ". subjeot. 
More money is being appropr;ated by the state legislatures 
for this oause than is spent in several other depart-
ments of our state government. In as muoh as the subject 
. 
is receiving-so mueh attention,it must be important. The 
farmer looks upon the whole situation as a waste of mone7. 
When I say this I mean the general aTerace of the farmers • 
. 
In every oommunity we find a few who are awake to the new 
things that are making the rural conditions better. These 
are the men who are the wealthiest most generally in a 
oommunity. Although the farmer has been asleep for a 
long time in regard to seientifi. farming he is now be-
ginning to see the dawn of the bright day when Boientifie 
farming will be the means of transforming the dull rural 
communi ties iat·o places of beauty and grandeur, fragrant 
with that perfume whioh brightens. the financial nerves 
of an e~eotant and worthy people • 
• This new farming is the result of urban thought and 
endeavor. The r.eform has oome from without as usual. The 
farmer has had plenty of land.and has eared little about 
trying to make it produce a greater orop." In ~ this 
new farming has transformed the rural distriots beoause 
it was a necessity. In ·Amerioa we are i~9ql!l~Jl.g..:~wake to 
the opportunities,while we have plenty of land,and be-
: ~:-:_~~4~·:~-~~:=0-<-_ 
-;- - - . 
cause of this fact,soientifio farming in Am&rloa will no 
doubt reach a greater degree of success that it has reached 
in Europe. It is surprising to see one of these farmers 
, take a poor run-down pieae of land and by the application 
of his knowledge and fertilizers .--grolF- orpps, muoh ~arpr. 
.' . . 
In the mountain distriots a living can hardly be made. This 
is the experience of the mountain peopl~ of the past. Today 
many 0' the tops and sides of these'mountains are being 
cu1tivated,and the result is ~hat the living conditions 
of the mountain people are ~uoh better than formerly. 
At Berea,Kentuoky,there is' a sohoo1' oal1ed . Berea. College. 
This is a sohool for all,but espeoially for the mountain 
, 
ohildren.This college is taking a great interest in the 
cultivation of the soil.A good leal of firming is done 
by the college as they cnm ~:several thousand aores in and 
around the little town. Great stress is put upOn their 
gol., home in the ~r time and teaching their neighbors 
and friends and parents the things that they have learned 
along the farming lines. Parts of t'he -hill sides are 
. 
now being cult~vated,oorn and other grains planted,and 
in many places fruit trees crown the brows of the peaks. 
Scientifio farming makes the finanoial condition 
of the oommunity 80 muoh better.althcugh it takes a 
great amount of money to farm extensively in this way. 
But finanoial prosperity does not insure moral and 
spiritual progression. How often it is the opposite. 
When the community beoomes very prosperous it forgets 
other things,and the emphasis is placed upon the dollar. 
Thus other phases of sooiety are often neg1eoted. 
, 
i 
! 
l 
,!-.stiOllS. 
A. ' , 
1. Possible to have 
Icit7impro~ent6 
on the farm? 
i • 
2. Is farm work 
Table No.7. 
Yes it have th#l' 
the monel-37 
Impossible .. 13 
• harder today 
the formerly? 
BO-3n Yes-ln "but" not' 
muoh. , 
'B.' Get rich on 
the far a? 
, 
Yes-13 
• 
, 
C. Yes-o 
'1.' Are farmers ta~-
ing int in so.t. 
- . 
• I 
No-3 
1 
2.How is the state \. Lecture-4 Organize-2 
• ·U. helping the ' 
farmers? Para Tisi ts-2 Contests-2 
, i , 
, 
3. Is state helpinf' 
'enough? Yes-4 
•• Sc.t.inorease 
'bushels per acr'? Yes-6 
t 
5. Etfect of maoh-
, inery on t.lit'? Good-6 
6. What do you think • 
• of the federal' It is fine-3 ' 
reserve law? , 
Table No.7. 
No-2 
It is no good to 
the farmer-3. 
, 1 
, , 
" Int" stands for "interest". "So" for" soientifio" • 
"F" for" farming" • "U" for "university". Other parts of 
this tahle are of the same meaning, as in other tables. 
.. 
An important item was omitted from table nume.r 7. 
I asked the farmers wh€ther or not they faTored soientific 
farming? The answers were as follows: nYes!!42; "!lo"-S. 
This indioates that the farmers are nearly unanimously 
in favor of the new ways of cultivating'~he soil. The 
superintendants seem to have a good opinion of the pro-
ductiveness of the farm land. The county agents from whom 
I received replies were unanimous in their approval of 
the new farming. We. ~xpected this kin' of an answer fr~m 
them. yet in other places they manifest an interest which 
oonvinces us that they are not interested in scientific 
farming just because they are in the position of county 
agents. These men are placed in these positions because 
of their fitness and interest in the welfare Qf the 
• 
country population. 
Many are in favor of scientifi. farming who are 
not able financially to bear the burden that it imposes. 
Others are against it becaus,e they have not been progress-
ive enough to try it. Others want to do things in the same 
old waY,like their fathers haTe been doing for 40 years. 
}.'I:any are the reasons for the slowness on the part of the 
country people in taking advantage of the new discoveries 
that experts are continually making along the lines of 
progressive farming .. 
The main objection is the financial situation. A 
good many would like to try the new ways,but they have 
not enough money to finance the project. The rural 
credits banking plan will simplify money matters for the 
oountry people who own a little land and are willing to 
take shares in that organization. 
. 
Takillg it for granted that the farmer has enough 
money to begin to farm scientificallY,how are we to in~ 
duce him to begin the· new· ways? It canr.ot be done by 
law,as that would violate the fundamental pl."ilioi:ples of 
our American government. It seems to the wtiter tha~, the 
state has tw{en the proper course. That course is thro~gh 
educat ion. The only way to secure a permanenb-· reform .is' 
by education. The best way to make progress along the 
lines of farming is by educating the younger people.' 
The ideas of most old people are fixed,and it is of little 
use to try to change their ways ~f working. The time to 
. -
begin training for seientific farming is from childhood. . 
. ' 
Implant these new ideas in the minds of the boys and 
the harvest will be reaped in the near future. Many 
state universities are taking a great interest in this 
phase of rural betterment.They are sending out their 
professors and instructor. to leoture and demonstrate 
to the farmers what t hey have aocomplished along certain 
lines. They also issue a farm journal which contains 
a great amount of valuable news to the agriculturalists. 
The state university in many parts of the state 
has experiment stations. The United states government 
also has experiment stations scattered allover our 
land. At the~e stations the government furnishes the 
money with which to oarry on the experiments.Acourate 
aocounts are kept arrl reperts made to the state and 
national governments annually or semi-annually as the 
requirements'may be. In this way the people can see 
what can be done if they will 'honestly try the new ways. 
It is advocated by some 9that the agrioultural meet-
ings should be held in the rural churoh. This does not 
meet with rry approval. Those whooritioise the church 
and omndemn it as a failure 9would be very pleased to 
see the pulpit turned into a publio forum upon whioh 
all questions oould be consideret. These men do not 
realize the mission of the ohurch. The church is to take 
oare of men spirituallY9while the government is to see 
after them otherwise. In each oommunity there is a 
. 
school house which will be large enough for the crowd 
that usually attends such a meeting or institute. Where-
, 
ever they haye township hie;h schools 91t is a good idea 
to have the meeting in one of the larger class rooms or 
in the assembly room if there be any. This will plaoe 
the problem where 1 t belongs 9 namely 9 among educat.ional 
questions. The churoh will be free to do her work of 
regeneration 9while the sohool will endeavor SO to train 
the body and mind thnt the good results of soientifio 
farming may be planted into the minds of these who will 
soon be the leaders and makers of our government. 
In most state universities a oourse is given, 
oalled the "agricultural course",leading to the degree 
of "Baohelor"of Arts". Thus we see to what an exalted 
position the the studies along agrioultural lines have 
attained. Usually there is the full 9 months course. 
Then t here is a OQurse of 4 months !6or- those who eannot 
attend the entire year~This course is still more praoti-
oal than the former. Finally there is the six weaks 
course for farme~s. This course is more praotioal than 
either of the~otherstand is very adapt"])e to the farmers. 
Through the boys contests which have been inaur-ur-
ated all oYer our land, scientific farming has reoeived 
a great impetus. The cldldren have beoome intensely 
. . 
interested.h8Te worked under the super_ision of govern-
ment agents,ani have sucoeeded.The results have been 
far beyond what could be expected. Not only the children 
have become interested, but the parents see that there 
, 
is something ~n this new farming after all. Therefore 
they begin to farm acoording to the directions of the 
the government agents,and splendid results follow 
their earnest endeavors. Many farmers try about half 
t 
of the Bugge~tions that the agents make,and fail. Then 
they condemn such farming. Had they followed the agents 
advice completely probably the results would have been 
different. Where a person will follow the instruotions 
of the experts the results will be pleaSing generally. 
In our regular way of farming,now and then a bad year 
comes.So we can expect a bad. year to come when we are 
_ trying advanced plans and ideas. I~ such should be our 
~ experience the first year,the experimenter should not 
give up in despair.Had many of our inventors done thus 
we would be deprived of the telephone ,telegrpph , 
automobile.engine.and thousands af other things whioh 
make our existence happy ani joyous. 
Farm work is not as hard today as it was 50 years 
ago when our parents were boys. Inventions along the 
lines of machinery have completely revolutionized the 
farm life.It is the testt&ony of 35 out of 50 farmers 
that the work is easier today than it was formerly. This 
report you will notice in table number 7. To the question. 
"is it possible for the farmer to haTe the oity improvements 
on his farm?'! 37 answered "Jas" and only 13 "liott. Most 
of them were of the opinion that it was possible if the 
farmers had the money. The farmers are getting more 
improvements each year,and it will be only a matter of 
time till the average rural home will be furnished with 
most of the conveniences that the city hoae possesses. 
In oentral Indiana it is surprising to find extremely 
fine rural dwellings with nearly all the modern conven-
iences.As scientifio farming develope the land the rural 
homes will beoome better ttll the city will be ashamed 
of her homes of rtd brick and frame when she views the 
magnificent structures of rural prosperity. 
A majority of the superintendents think that it is 
possible to get rioh on the farm. One may become rich, 
but seldom does he beoome a millionaire. The- farmer does 
not make big gains lile the business man.With the farmer 
his inorease in wealth is according to the productiveness 
of the soil upon which he lives and labors. H. cannot and 
does not expeot to get rich fast.but he can make money 
if he keeps at business and is a good manager. Poor 
managment is the cause of most of the failures on the 
farm.So many people I have seen who could work ever so 
• hard yet they were not able to get anything ahead. The 
thing for sucb a person to do is to take the advioe of 
his fellow men, but usually these are the men Who will 
not take any advice. They know it a11,and disoard all 
suggestions which are for t heir welfare and betterment. 
It is claiaed by some that the federal reserve law 
will be very benefioial to the farmers. It llas been ia 
effeot for some time,and d~es not seem to be doing very 
muoh along tlBt line.In fact it is not helping the farmer 
as muoh as it.is'helping the smaller bankers. The banks 
have more money to lend to the farmers,but the terms 
upon which that money is secured Bre. not-easier than th~used 
to be. Consequently it has not helped the farmer nearl y ~as 
much as it has helpfJd the smaller bankers. Thus the farmer 
cannot get money easier 'i'Ol' ., soientifie farming even 
though the federal reserve banking system is in full foroe • 
"Rural oredits" is the ona institution that will f'urnish 
the farmer with enough money to-farm ~c1entifioally with 
any degree of suooess. Of course the farmer who has plenty 
of cash is alright without the federal reserve plan or 
rural credits,but it is the small farmer who will be 
helped the most.Most of the farmers in our land are 
SDlall :farmers. Therefore thi~ new system will help those 
wao really need help and encouragement. 
Scientific far,ming does not only refer to the soil. 
Soientifio farming equally ~efers to the affairs of the 
house-hold.The wife has to do many things in the old. way 
and aocomplishes very little.Should she have the oppow-
~ .. 
tunity to:uee some of the modern inventions which mate 
the home duties so much lighter,her farm 'life would not 
be a drUdgery to heri~t it would be a pleasure. In former 
years the wife had to sew by hand,but now she has the 
sewing maohine,8Dr oan do so much more in a l1ttle·amount 
of time. The carpet sweeper has taken the place of the 
tiresome broom. The heater has replaced the fire plaoe. 
The oooking utenails are being improved upon each year. 
New stoves are greatly a44tag to the ease in cooking. 
Other oomforts which are nearly *lthout number have 
completely transformed the hOI::le life. But the future 
bas DlUoh in store for the rural women .. b~ the appli-
cation of the scientific farming- in the home. 
Themore scientific farming is practiee4~the more 
dignified will the farm work become. This means that 
the new farming wil~ usher in a new era in the welfare 
of the laboring man. As the farm work heoomes elevated 
the dull rural communities will become more interesting 
and brighter. Men will thep be going baok to the farm 
life.Boys will deoide to remain on the farm ,and each year 
much progress will be amde along suoh lines. The dawn 
oftha scientifio day is beginning. The brightness of 
rural prosperity will arise gradually in strength and 
power,and I verily believe that within the next blenty 
ft"'8f;y~a.rs,scientifio farming will so revolutionize 
_ the rural distriots that the rural sun will shine forth 
*4t'fl such'.brilliancy that it will become a souroe of 
light to the darkened portions of the'urban population. 
·-.--.~-~. -
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C.apte%" IX. 
PARMING AS A LIFE'S WORK. 
Far.inc a. a life'a work ha$ been laugned to scorn 
by some of the city people and o?erestimated by others. 
Tlte fo rller Glass think~,~:b.t if a man i~ not able to do 
anything else he oan farm. Malt7 of the latter class' think 
that the farmer has an easy 30b.All he has to do is to 
plant the grain or aeed,and .ature will take oare of the 
. 
rest till gathering time. They 10ae sight of tae faIt 
that the farmer has to labor .any long days to produoe 
that fine orop of corn or many other grains, Zaoh of 
. 
these classes ate ignorant of the great possibilities 
in t~e rural distriots,and asleep to the conditions ae 
tbey really exist. Mu and nature must work together 
if the greatest crops are produoed from the sotl. Al-
though the state of affaire in the rural distriets kas 
not be&m ideal and they are not ideal .c.,yet conditions 
are improTing very fast ,and each year science brings 
to light many new ways of lOing things so that tae soil 
becomes more productive and the lot of the bouse wives 
becoaes more pleasant. 
After the boy has oome to the ale when he must de-
, 
eide what he is going· to do in life,he usually oonsiders 
a few of the professions or trades. If he has bad the 
proper advantages he m~ .hoose one of the professions. 
If he has had fewer advantages or no advantages he is 
liable to seleot one of the trades as his lif.'s work. If 
lre ' thinks. t hat he will fail 1. anyone of the pro ... 
feasioRS. the ehanoea are that he will come ·to tae eon-' 
elusion that there is nothing that he can dO,therefore 
he will have to be a farmer. ~he minister is called to 
his peculiar and exalted work. The lawyer or doctor 
enters his professioR,but the farmer takes up his 
work beoause there is nothing left for him to do. Going 
into his work with aUGh a feeling,it is no wonder toot 
so many farmers Just make a living or fail. If the men 
in the professions would enter their work in the same 
spirit or attitude,they would accomplish very little. 
I hold to the principle that the Divine One has a plan 
for every life.If man by the help of the Absolute finds 
-
that plan and worka faithfully he will attain success. 
Probably not the success that the world considers,but 
sucoess in the sight of God.His life will be happy be-
cause he will be conscious of the faot that he is on 
the right road. Realizing this the farm work will not 
be a drudgery but a delight~ Therefore I hold that the 
, 
farmer is called to his work just as the minister is. 
This has not been held by so many, yet' if God has that 
plan for every life,He aer,tainly would lead the man 
into that calliDg if he seeks the Divine plan. The reason 
that the minister is"c8l1ed" and the lawyer"enters'! 
his work, is beoause the former's ear 1a reoeptive to 
that Still Small Voice,while the latter's ear is 
generally receptive to the praise of the world with 
the finanoiai goal in view. This prinCiple may sound 
peculiar to these who do not think mu.h in spiritual 
terms,yet it has been the main spring ,of our progress. 
, " .. 
• 
EYer,. JIl&l'1 should be very careful in s 
life's wom.If he selects the wrong work,he is liable 
f~il.and if he fails society will be that mueh the loser. 
Tberefore it is not a personal matter alone when it comes 
to deciding what one shall do in life.Sooiety should be 
oonsidered.for unless we are a help to the social well 
being we in truth and reality are failures in life. It 
is not a question of "how muoh can I get out of life':but 
~ 
the question is~how much can I put into life~that the 
world may be better because I have ·lived in it. 
The profeSSion of farming is advancing. In the. 
past anybbd,. could be 8. farmer, buti t i8 not so today • 
. 
We are making of it a sCience,so to spea~,and beooming 
suoh,it demands men of ability and character proper~y. ~9 
fill the position. 
Throughout the thesis we have ~old the good and 
the bad qualities of farm life. It was not the idea of 
the writer to white-was' the rural problems,and paint 
the evila of city life in all their hideousness. From 
• 
a study of the foregoing pages it will be seea that 
the writer ha~ paid little attention to the city evils 
'and problems. We recognize that there are many in the 
cities.and at the same time we do not lose sight of 
of the many advantages and good qualities. The rural 
life we have seen has many evils and perplexing problems. 
It also has a great number of inviting qualities whioh 
are not so oonspicuous as the allurements of the city. 
But in the next few pages we shall briefly oonsider the 
farm life as' a life's work • 
cause it offers such we rk and exeraise as ~ 0 ..... -.;·_41 •• 
to strength and longevity. Taft farmer does not have to 
breathe t~e poisonous gases from faotories or inhale the 
air whioh comes from the slU1l distriets and uninviting 
portions of the city. In the oountry the air is fresh 
. and there is plenty of it. This is a vi tal attraotion 
which the rural districts offer. 
Seoond, the farm offers now,and will offer more in 
. . . 
the future when scientifio farming is universally 
practioed,a·"mearis.of~11Te11hood whioh will ex~eed the 
possibilities of urban employment. This has special 
, . 
reference to the laboring man in the fa.tories and the 
clerks in the vnrious classes of stores. While it is 
true that it will take a little more of physioa1 labor, 
nevertheless the strain will not be as hard upon the 
" whole oonstitution of aan .It will rather tend to 
make him more hea1thY,and that strong physioa1 consti-
tution will be the means of presenting to the world 
a stronger and better posterity. Fro II the standpOint 
otpraotica1. eu~enic' as well as from a sociological 
view point ,this is a strong point in favor of the 
rural life as a man's 11feJ s work. 
Third,1' is a recognized faot that the temptations 
in the country are fewer than they are in the city. For 
the man who has a family of any size, th.is should be and 
it is an attraction. The plaoe to rear a family is in 
the country where the moral standard is high • 
• 
~urth, tJut ~.e40. tkat tlie<-rure.l 
of great importance. The far. laborer oan go to work 
when he feels like it ( if he is the bo.s) and stop 
-
when he so desires. He is his .ow.a boss,and feels a 
freedom that is not enjoyed by the urban dweller. Of 
Gourse there are a few in the eities who enjoy this 
freedom,but not to the same extent that that the 
farmer enjoys it. The hired hand on the farm has a 
position where he can saTe more than the oity laborer • 
.. 
The very atmosphere of the country manifests a f.reedom 
of thought and action that is incomparable with the 
regulatioas o~ the aity. 
Fifth,the poor have a better opportunity on the 
fara than t hey haTe in the cities. If the tiEe GOEeS 
whell a family beoomes destitute, they are not turned 
• 
'out of house and home,but are helped by their neighbors 
in many ways. This aid is giTen through the churches, 
lodges, soaieites for the poor.and often in the form 
of work. It is noble to help t~e poor and deserving, 
._ .... 
but it is better to help them to help themselves, 
.. 
Sixth. a11 work is honorable.And it seems to me that 
the most honorable,besides the Gospel ministrj-,is that 
work whioh oauses man to come into contaet with the 
produotive forces of mother earth. Man sees the laws of 
God werking in suoh harmony that he .annot help but be 
• 
impressed by their perfect10n and power. Farm work used 
to be looked upon with oontempt,but that idea is be-
coming le8s and less,through scientific farmlag~ 
Fifty yearalip th~~ 701ul&::''' longed tor the ti •• 
when he could leave the countty and go to the' Q ity to 
do great things in life. Today he is beginning to think 
more seriously,and as a result of that sinoere thought 
.many of t'he young men are remaining on the farm. The cities 
'in the last few years have not been growing nearly so 
fast as they did twenty five years ago. Why? There oan be 
but one answer. "'fh. bovs,and gl:Bls.areremalalJlg on 
the farm". In many plaoes the oity people are investing 
~ 
in lan~tand renting it to progressive farmers. They are 
beginning to see the vast possibilities in rural de-
Yelopment,and naturally ~ant to have a part in the 
gr.eat advanoe. The general tone is "back to the farm". 
I would not enoourage this movement,but I am heartily in 
favor of the movement. "llamaiJl on the f ana" • if that ie 
the· work for wbieh you are suited. 
The rural life is not perfeot. It is not all 
ease aDd enjoyment. Farming means hard work and a 
great deal of it. The man who realizes this and goes 
into it with all his soul and might. 'cannot help but 
be a noeess. 
The urban life is predicated upon rural aotivity 
and'prosperitr. Why should we neg~ect the ~ound~tion 
of our future greatness and build the:~struQture of our 
" 
social fabrie in vain? NaY,let us take eare that the' 
rural life be made as,_~F'-a~4r(j'iis a8 p,UuiJi'ble:a'hen tlle 
city will have a right to buildhigh~ beoause of the 
firm foundation of rural prosperity. 
~ •• ":-,; _T~ 
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